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AN WA SADAT -- HERO, CAPITULATOR OR FINK?

In keeping with Instauration's policy of ano
nymity, communicants will only be identified
by the first three digits of their zip codes.

D If anyone cares to make a study of the Old
Testament only one conclusion can be drawn:
Over and over again, time after time, Jews were
taken in bondage because of their wars of ag
gression against the civilized world. When they
came upon a beautiful and prosperous country
"flowing with milk and honey," they declared
unto themselves (auto-suggestion) that Yah
weh wanted them to take that country for
themselves. Today they are so well advanced
by hook and crook in the financial world, poli
tics and the news media, they are about ready
to take over the u.s. for Zionism, if they have
not already done so.
329
D Do we choose the Jews, pick the Spics, pact
with the blacks, link with the Chinks, or run
with the Huns~ I'll take anything over the
hyper-Christian WASP elitists -- those who
clamor for universal brotherhood, more forced
busing, more affirmative action and more im
migration and foreign aid, but turn their backs
on their poor white kin.
200

D There has been a neat irony in the English
urban riots. A nation that was horrified because
John McEnroe said a vulgar word on the tennis
court is unable to control teenage mobs in its
cities.
482

D There are quite a number of Irishmen willing
to die for the Ould Sod. How many Limeys and
Americans are willing to die for anything~
809

Instauration

D "The Human War Drive" (July 1981) is very
good, but somewhat long-winded. It may be
the first article in Instauration to point out that
the Majority has more than one problem.
208

D The article on Jim Jones (July 1981) was
excellent. At the crossroads between the psy
chopathic criminal and the professional politi
cian, he tilted the wrong way. He lost his cool·
much more so than Wilbur Mills or the faggoty
congressman from Mississippi. Why do we al
low madmen to rule us? When dominance is
magnified by a hierarchy, the man at the top is
almost certain to be a raging, but self-con
trolled, psychopath.
852

D How many coloreds live in Ireland? While
the troubles there are deplorable, the effect
seems to have helped discourage the Third
World immigrants who have swarmed to Brit
ain. Consider further the relatively high Hiber
nian birthrate, low abortion rate and the pro
pensity of both the Green and the Orange to
fight, though suffering much less injustice than
most white men. I have much less hope for
today's passive Nordic than for the archetypi
cal, red-haired (Rh negative?) Celt with the
temperament to divert the biped snakes from
part of the Blessed Isle.
•
194

D I think people who dissent from the prevail
ing liberal culture have got to assert their right
to first-class treatment. As a psychologist put it,
"self concept tends to determine self destiny."
If we always think of ourselves as a third-class,
persecuted, underground minority, then that is
what we will always be.
947

D Recently Felix Rohatyn, the prominent Jew
ish international banker and one-worlder, said
that Robert Strauss should run for president in
1984, because "it is about time the U.S. had a
Jewish president." Would those who did not
vote for Strauss be called anti-Semitic?
752
D Three rousing cheers for John Tyndall's "A
Worldwide Anglo-Saxon Community" (Aug.
1981). It's a real shot in the arm to those of us
who have been wondering for years what has
happened to the people who made Britain and
this country great.
928

D The article on Nordics as a pioneer species
(Sept. 1981) is right on target. It was Frederick
Jackson Turner who first pointed out the prob
lems that would follow the closing of the Amer
ican frontier, just as it was Walter Prescott
Webb, the great Texas historian, who contin
ued the thesis and expanded it in his two books,
The Great plains and The Great Frontier. Both
men foresaw the frustrations and dangers of a
disappearing frontier, although neither
grasped the racial angle, as the author of the
current article does so perceptively.
953

D It is unfortunate that Majority politicians
inevitably become entangled in some sort of
irrevocable association with Jews and Negroes.
This myopic love for symbols from another
time and place merely serves to cast doubt on
their instincts and typecasts them as both cos
mopolitan and hip. Whose instincts are in
doubt, the activists' or the politicians'? I'll take
the rustic and bizarre any time.
208

D Blackmail of the white race is in clear view.
The Coca-Cola case is typical.
303
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o "A Day in the Life of Robert Mallet" (July
1981) -- come, come, Cholly. We all know op
timism is only for fools, but why must you be so
moonishly morbid?
083

D Tyndall, for all his brilliance and not incon
siderable personal charm, at times shivers my
timbers. "Anglo-Saxondom" indeed. The great
German oak has many branches. What the hell
is a Saxon (Anglo or otherwise) but a twig on
one of those branches?
913

D Cholly Bilderberger is the great monthly
treat -- a matter of pellucid, plangent, pungent
and poetic prose. Whether he is being hilari
ously comic, or -- as more often of late -- filled
with Schopenhauerian pessimism, the elegant
prose and the lambent thought are always a joy
and a delight. Having said all that, and adding
that C.B.'s August article on the absurd is again
a banquet of the mind, I must (oh-so-gently)
protest that there may be just a few of us left
who are not quite so wet, weak and timorously
self-indulgent as he would blanketly assert. for
my part, I have been for years quite willing to
do anything that might further our ends. With
one proviso. I would only act as part of, and
within, an intelligently devised organization.
Individual acts are usually the work of morons
and kooks. Even when they are not, they will
always be so portrayed, and we will all lose
thereby. Either we recognize that we are at war
and that that war is total and aoutrance or we
are just indulging ourselves and writing on wa
ter. In the latter case, we might as well give up
and make what remains of our lives as comfort
able as possible. I would guess that there are
quite a number of us out there who feel as I do. I
am not, repeat not, talking about bands of ig
norant young thugs when I speak of "organiza
tion." That has been tried -- disastrously. What
I am talking about requires intelligence, educa
tion, knowledge of the world, sophistication,
ruthlessness and very considerable resources.

2 I have had the pleasure of recently opening
the eyes and minds of two typical, sleepy Ma
jority members. The ease with which this was
done was surprising. Almost any nightly news
program or newspaper story offers material
which may be used as a topic of conversation.
At first I was met with some doubt as to my
sanity. Later, as I continued to shed a little light
on the darkness of each day, I noticed a change
in my associates' attitudes. Could I possibly be
right? How could they have never heard a mes
sage such as mine, if it were true? My answers
to questions of this type provoked even more
interest. Soon, they were asking me about this
event or that particular belief. Recent events,
particularly in Britain and the Middle East, con
firmed my arguments. One sleepy friend now
shares my point of view. The other is not yet
convinced, but he isn't as sleepy as he used to
be. Major doubts about his worldview are now
gnawing at his intellectual vitals.
160

o

I note that this summer in Britain was much
like the latter part of 1940 -- British cities were
burning again! This time, though, Britain had
already been invaded -- a silent, long-term,
legal invasion of dark immigrants. The "soften
ing up" for this invasion was accomplished not
with bombs and strafing fighters, but by the
British media and politicians spouting that
time-worn, discredited equalitarian dogma so
dear to the hearts of minority racists. Britain
was invaded by a dark-skinned fifth Column
preprogrammed by their genes to riot and
spread fire and destruction. This second battle
of Britain will probably go on for decades. No
doubt those who did so much to bring Britain
down to her present level by supporting the
dark immigration will be the first to call for the
white Britons to surrender. Rioting, looting and
burning will be rewarded with increased wel
fare checks, new public housing and new laws
to curb criticism of the rioters, looters and
arsonists.
501

822

D Raising the ethnic consciousness of the Ma
jority is like raising the IQ of blacks. It just ain't
there; you can't raise it.
555

D Cholly's definition of absurdity (August
1981) will be historical.
956

C Irish mothers are very much like Jewish mo
thers, except more so. "Eat your chicken soupl
Irish stew. You need strength to worry.1 love
you, I love you. Why do you make me so
ashamed of you; why couldn't you have been a
dentist/veterinarian?" In fact, I met a girl re
cently who was half-Jewish and half-Irish Cath
olic. I was compelled to inquire of her whether
she felt more of Jewish guilt or Catholic shame.
She confessed that she was unable to determine
the answer -- nor could her therapist.
050

o

It seems the black-Jewish coalition, whose
demise had been pronounced after the Andy
Young affair, is alive and well after all. Tom
Bradley, the black mayor of Los Angeles, has
announced his intention to run for governor of
California. As expected, he has received the
wholehearted support of the Los Angeles Jew
ish community, and after all he has done for
them, Jewish Angelinos could hardly do any
thing else. What is generally not known is that
Uncle Tom has been promised the tremendous
resources of the New York "Gross Kapital."
Bradley ventured to the Big Apple and met and
was promised financial assistance by felix Ro
hatyn, K.S. Axelson, David I. Margolis, Herbert
S. Schlosser, Gedal Horowitz and Lewis Rudin.
900

The lead article in the September 1981 issue
was so good that I should suspect the editor of
being the author, did I not know he would
never say, "the question of who to blame."
618

Congratulations are due to Imtauration (Au
gust 1981) for the correct assessment of that
preposterous bestseller, The Official Preppy
Handbook, edited by one Lisa Birnbach. Such a
book could sell only in a climate of nurtured
ignorance. for their edification, I would refer
the readers of Instauration to the witty and
correct Noblesse Oblige, edited by the late
Nancy Mitford, and its sequel, U and Non-U
Revisited, edited by Richard Buckle. Miss Mit
ford's book was prompted by the reseaches of
philologist, Professor Alan C. Ross. It was he
who coined the expressions "U" and "non-U"
in reference to "Upper-class" and "non
Upper-class," respectively. Ms. Birnbach's is a
valiant attempt to emulate her predecessor,
Miss Mitford, and its failure is due primarily to
the editor's personal limitations.
334

D I am enclosing payment for a subscription
with the proviso that you do not send me the
magazine. Instead, send it to someone who is
not entirely convinced. There it will do more
good.
331

D Whether one agreed with the gambit or not
(and we saw little value in it), Gerald Carlson
calls his own shots in his own campaigns. He
was given a headquarters, a residence and field
support by us in the very first days of both the
15th District campaign and the 4th District
special primary. We did not abandon him even
if we did not agree with each and every tactic
which he utilized. We certainly did not leave
him to "languish in jail" (July 1981) over a
measly $100 fine or bond. It was his choice,
and we offered to get him out on bail. Midnight
efforts are not abandonment in any ball game.
His poor showing in the 4th District came
about due to his not being one of the "regular
party members." He did better than four other
candidates, who were also not regulars. The
top three were regulars. The special primary
only attracted 15% of the regular voting turn
out. It was purely an internal party affair into
which Carlson intruded. Whether he had run as
a nice-nice conservative, or a pure milk candi
date, would not have mattered one iota in his
4th District effort. He simply had no county
base, no machinery established already within
the confines of the normal Republican party
operations. Loners can do well, but only when
they choose better opportunities. Carlson did
well in the 15th District because his entry was
unexpected. He did poorly in the 4th District
because it was a closed party affair.
free Association forum

::J Cholly, we must not be -- even brilliantly -
downbeat. Bad for the troops.
Canadian subscriber
D The white folks of this age and nation never
learn. As Ben franklin once said (I think it was
Ben), "wooden legs are not inherited, but
wooden heads are."
465
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D Below is the translation of a note I just
received from Major Walter Reder:

D I disagree with the view expressed by some

D Instauration 's article, "The Dutch Are Smart

Instaurationists that the establishment press is
completely useless. For example, when I start
reading the Safety Valve and underline some
letters with a fine red pen, there is a danger that
the page will be cut. So I take an old issue of
Time and place it under the page. My underlin
ing proceeds apace without damaging Instaura
tion. Who dares to say that Time is completely
useless?
606

er" (Sept. 1981), has taken on some special
meaning to us. I showed it to my wife who is
Dutch and from Amsterdam and unfamiliar
with graphs and statistics. She skimmed it
quickly and remarked, "I don't understand all
this math, but the sum of the six numbers: 123,
94, 103, 81, 111, 112 is not 628 but 624,"
which may help to affirm the heading of the
article.
917

D

In the September 1981 issue I read, "Two

bus workers of the bankrupt Chicago Transport
Authority earn between $50,000 and $60,000
a year." Then on the next page, "One elevator
mechanic servicing one housing project earned
$80,000 in overtime last year." Admittedly, the
elevator mechanic may have received combat
pay, but wouldn't it have been more truthful to
state that they were "paid?" They only
"earned" a fraction of what they received.
190

D I sent the following note to Ed Asner, the star
of "lou Grant" on CBS. "At the risk of being
deemed a white racist, may I ask why the rapist
on your recently aired program was depicted as
a white male? Some 70% of all rapes in the U.S.
are perpetrated by black males and the inci
dence of attacks upon black females by white
males is so rare as to be nonexistent. Yet the
latter was the theme of the show I am referring
to. Considering the pride you and your produ
cers take in the topicality and relevance of the
"lou Grant" series, I wonder why you go out of
your way to make whites look bad by distorting
the facts." No reply was received.
606

D Statehood for Israel! Think of the advan
tages! At present the non-Jewish population of
the U.S. divides among the 50 existing states
some $6 billion annually, whereas the unoffi
cial 51st state gets nearly the same amount by
itself. With Israel as a state, all 51 would get to
share the $12 billion equally. Then there is the
matter of senators. At present Israel has 48,
although other states are limited to two each.
As our 51st state, Israel would have only two.
Of course, any utopian scheme such as this
must have at least one drawback. In this case,
we would have to put up with the national
embarrassment of having as the governor of
one state a man that looks for all the world like
a used fur salesman.
077
D As a Wagner fan ever since my college days,
I ordered a copy of LJ. Rather'S The Dream of
Self-Destruction: Wagner's Ring in the Modern
World. I think it is intensely interesting. If it
hadn't been for your article (Aug. 1981), I
would never have heard of this book. I have
more copies on order and intend to give them
to libraries.
495
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D

Having just received the September 1981
issue of Instauration I want to tell you what a
pleasure it is to read your publication. What a
pity that one doesn't have the money to buy
thousands of copies and distribute them to col
lege students.
922

D I find Instauration's mental processes diffi
cult to follow. In the July 1981 issue, the New
York Daily News was condemned for printing
anti-British lies by an Irish republican sympa
thizer, yet for months you have been doing
precisely the same thing. Do you really believe
that the pathological ravings of "Ould Sod"
represent any form of reality? Every article of
his contains statements that are demonstrably
untrue. Recently he referred to Pauline Mc
laughlin and claims she was imprisoned with
out trial for being a Catholic. The fact is, Mc
Laughlin was given a fair trial and found guilty
of murder, attempted murder, planting an in
cendiary bomb and of causing an explosion -
four charges arising from three separate inci
dents. After three years (not five) she was re
leased on compassionate grounds, to the great
disgust of decent Irishmen, if not to your in
house liar "Ould Sod," as a sufferer from ano
rexia nervosa, The 21-year-old British soldier
she murdered is still dead.
British subscriber
D What good does it do to prepare for a nu
clear Armageddon with Russia, while we are
losing the country to massive nonwhite immi
gration and reproduction, and also losing the
battle we have defined as legitimate and peace
ful -- economic competition with Japanese cap
italism?
888

D Politicians, media people, religious leaders
go to Israel almost daily and come back work
ing for Israel. As far as I know, nobody pays any
tax on these trips, which are paid for by Israeli
or pro-Israel organizations and must be con
sidered a form of income for the freeloading
tourists.
070

D Hess, Begin and Sadat were all "emissaries
for peace." One got life; one got the bullet; one
still rides high.
323

I have heard about the magazine Instauration
and would appreciate receiving a copy. The first
year of the decision of Ju Iy 11/ 1980 in Bari (to
confine me in this fortress for a minimum period
of one year to a maximum of five) is now over
and thus we have reached a new stage. I now
hope that negotiations between Vienna and
Rome will allow me to be free before the com
pletion of the five years. I am in correspondence
with more than 3,000 friends from all over the
world. I read English quite well
however,
writing is more difficult, and I regret to have to
answer you in German. I can only type with one
finger of my wounded hand, as I am a left-arm
amputee.

321

D Japan's strategy has been to reduce every
other country to Third World status by destroy
ing its industry by vastly outperforming it.
582
D Re the report on Andrew Greeley, the
"Priest in Politics" (Sept. 1981). Consider Ted
dy Hesburgh, head of Notre Dame U., top man
in the HolyCross Teaching order, who has been
chairman of the Rockefeller Foundation since
1977, sits on the board of directors of Rocky's
Chase Manhattan Bank and is chairman of the
board of the Overseas Development Council (a
subsidiary of the Council on Foreign Relations).
The good father is also a director of the CFR
itself! Get on the ball, Greeley is a piker!
077

D I attended the 25th annual Tailhook Associa
tion Convention in las Vegas last week. Got to
talk with Lt. larry Muczyusk, pilot of one of the
F-14s that shot down a Libyan SU-22. It was
obvious from the start that the Libyan pilot had
no intention of firing his ATOLL missile. The
ATOll is a heat-seeker and must be fired from
behind the target to get a hit. The Libyan fired it
at the nose of the F-14 from a range of eight
miles. The maximum range of an ATOLL is four
miles. On top of all that, the SU-22 is a terrible
fighter plane. If they had really wanted to hit
us, they would have used their Mig 23s and 25s.
814
D Hats off to Cholly! His piece on the absurd
(Aug. 1981) is my favorite.
763
D Regarding the discussion of Jewish Alans
some time ago: Most Jews have a Hebrew name
for use on synagogue occasions. Over the years
they have developed an English "given name"
to correspond to each Hebrew name. Example:
Maurice Malkin is Misha in Russia. Both stand
for Moshe (Moses). So it's highly probable that
Alan stands for a definite Hebrew name. Gen
tiles who were good to the Jews have been
honored by making their names Kosher; for
example, Alexander is an O.K. Hebrew moni
ker.
209

D A note to all the Christian millenarians, who
keep predicting the imminent end of the world:
there is one Christian tradition which Apoca
lypse-lovers prefer to ignore -- the figure of the
Antichrist. According to Christian lore, the
Antichrist is supposed to be a veritable mirror
image of Christ, except that he will have been
seduced by the dark side of the Force. The
description fits Menahem Begin with uncanny
precision. To be specific: Jesus was called the
king of the Jews; the present, undisputed Me
lekh Yehudim is Menahem Begin. Christ's "cap
ital" was Jerusalem; ditto for Begin. Jesus, ac
cording to Matthew (28, 18), was posthumous
ly granted all power in heaven and on earth.
Through his Zionist control of Western civiliza
tion, Begin dearly wields more power on earth
than any other potentate who ever lived -- and
if our suspicions are true, he wields an equal
amount of power in hell. Jesus is generally be
Iieved to have been a man of peace, healing and
giving life to great numbers of people. Begin is a
proven terrorist -- a man of war, wounding and
bringing death to great numbers of people, and
threatening to destroy all mankind. Christians
have long maintained that the Antichrist would
be a Jew who would in effect be the Jews' false
Messiah. The Muslims speak of al-Messihe ad
dijal "The liar-Messiah"). As any good refer
ence work on the Babylonian Talmud will con
firm, the book allows, as one of the handful of
permissible options, that the future Messiah of
the Jews will be named "Menahem."
984
D I do not favor ERA, NOW or any of these
radical outfits; however, I am against the bill
proposed by Sen. Jesse Helms to completely
outlaw abortion. This would just play into the
hands of kitchen table operators. Abortion on
demand should not be promoted nor should it
be advertised as a healthful, desirable thing to
middle-class families. People who are intelli
gent and self-supporting should have children.
However, I favor abortion for welfare mothers
and would even offer them money if the abor
tion could be followed by sterilization, for it
would be cheaper than supporting their illegiti
mate offspring on welfare. Then too, no woman
should have to go through a pregnancy if she is
a victim of forcible rape, particularly when
miscegenation is also involved.
540

D I wholly agree with your English subscriber's
view of the War of Independence, although he
did not go far enough in his analysis. Had there
not been an American Revolution there would
not have been a French Revolution, and conse
quently no Napoleonic wars. Without the Na
poleonic wars it is doubtful that communism
would have emerged in Europe, therefore no
World War I and no overthrow of Czar Nicho
las. Without World War I, there would have
been no World War II, Korea or Vietnam. And
without World War I and the defeat of the
Turks, Israel would still be a dream of the Zion
ists in Russia. And without Israel, the world
would be a far better place.
324

D Please petition one of your writers to com
pose an article describing the tragedy of the
cuckold, those host birds that allow cuckoos,
cowbirds and other parasites to lay eggs in their
nests. No one could claim the factual article
was "racist," since it would not mention hu
mans.
913

D The Moron Majority is anti-abortion. How
else can the rising tide of color be cut back,
unless compulsory abortion and sterilization
are instituted for minorities? The idea of hold
ing a breeding derby with blacks and Hispanics
is pure insanity.
611
D In contrast to Zip 200, I am able to derive
considerable pleasure from a couple of the
"fourth-rank" and "abominable" conductors,
particularly when they conduct the more popu
lar works of Wagner. Ormandy, for example,
breathes into "liebestod" an incredible lofti
ness which I'm sure the author must have in
tended. He makes it reach out and withdraw,
pulsing with a melodic flavor of naivete, then
struggle; light-heartedness, then soul-rending
desperation; climaxing with a soft resolution
that sends chills up my Nordic spine. And I
sense no compromise in Bernstein'S renditions
of "Magic Fire Music," "Overture to Tann
hauser" and, especially, "Dance of the Appren
tices," the latter being interpreted with such
grace, such naked playfulness that few earthly
delights could surpass it for pure listening plea
sure. But here we have a seeming paradox -- as
Zip 200 might agree -- because Bernstein, as a
man with a viewpoint and as a composer, is in
fact an abomination. To listen to his own com
positions is very hard on the ears and never the
least bit comprehensible or satisfying. But
Wagnerian music, I suppose, has that hard
wired quality about it so that even a character
such as lenny could boil it over and come out a
winner. By the way, every picture I have ever
seen of Wagner makes him look like a Scotsman
-- a classic one at that.
905

D We must institute a federal program of full
employment. The Devil finds work for idle
hands. Repeal the minimum wage, especially
for teenagers. Work experience is more impor
tant for young people than high pay. Restore
the death penalty. Recidivism among executed
murderers is zero. Castrate rapists. European
studies have shown that recidivism among cas
trated rapists is about two percent. Do not
tamper with existing abortion laws. Unwanted
children stand a greater chance of becoming
criminals than wanted children. Anti-abortion
laws will clog up our courts and jails just as
Prohibition did in the 1920s. Phase out the Aid
to Dependent Children program. Establish a
cut-off date to give welfarites enough time to
start practicing birth control-- or self-control-
whichever they prefer. Reduce the welfare
population by awarding a $1,000 bonus to any
one on welfare who consents to be sterilized.
114

D I am a third-year student at a large, presti
gious Eastern university. During a recent class
session on "Social Deviance," the instructor (a
Ph.D. sociologist) stated that homosexuals are
harassed by police, often lose their jobs and are
faced with a number of other economic and
social hardships. After wiping the tears from
my eyes, I told the instructor he was presenting
the issue in a liberal light and that his overall
tone was one of tolerance and acceptance. I
went on to say I found homosexuality deeply
disgusting and I spoke against the media'S coa
lition with the homosexual cause. I was im
mediately subjected to laughter and strong op
position (as I have learned to expect) and did
the best I could to defend my position against
the onslaught of questions and criticism. The
end result was that my convictions became that
much stronger. This is not the first such "dis
cussion" I have instigated. In past courses I
have argued in favor of capital punishment,
spoken against black militancy and against
communism. Again, I was met with strong op
position. Is this the world of higher academia?
Are these passive creatures who refuse to ques
tion authority tomorrow's leaders? What a sad
commentary! I have accepted the fact that I am
severely outnumbered. Perhaps I stand alone.
Nevertheless, I will continue to agitate, annoy
and buck the liberal system at every opportu
,nity.
194
D Please accept my humble apologies for get·
ting into arrears with my subscription. I was
detained in jail for seven months for right-wing
activities.
South African subscriber
DAfter Gospodin Begin's broadside against
the West German chancellor the question
arises: Is Helmut Schmidt a nazistic Social
Democrat or a socialistic Nazi?
111

D One critical aspect of minority-controlled
public opinion polling is that when cooking up
preelection figures the pollsters try to influence
an outcome they desire. At the same time they
are afraid that too great a disparity with the
actual results of an election may destroy what
precious little credibility they still enjoy. In all
other cases, however, they can and do lie to
their little liberal hearts' content.
Canadian subscriber
D "For Nordics, It's Pioneer or Perish," (Sept.
1981) gets my award as the best article ever
published in Instauration and probably the best
article ever to appear in any similar type of
publication.
208
D A couple of Australian films, "Breaker Mo
rant" and "Gallipoli," are cinematically excel
lent and powerful, but seem designed to fo
ment resentment against the British.
302
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ANWAR
THE
UNGREAT
The Western media have long been known for their mad
gyrations, but the merry-go-round treatment given the late
antihero Anwar Sadat takes the brass ring. Sadat was Mr.
Invisible Nobody until the death of Gamal Abdel Nasser,
Egypt's so-called George Washington, whose resistance to
Zionism, more vocal than forceful, made him the Great
Satan of the West, much as the u.s. later became the Great
Satan of Iran.
Who would ever have guessed that any Egyptian would
be big enough to fill Nasser's size 12 curly-toed slippers?
After he had won back a few hundred square miles of Sinai
and sand dunes in the 1973 Yom Kippur edition of the
interminable Israeli-Arab war, Sadat's nimbus took on some
of that Nasser glow, but it faded when he took the road to
Jerusalem and later spent a hectic 13 days with Beggin'
Begin in Jimmy the Tooth's pad in the Maryland mountains.
The more he was hailed abroad, the lower his stock fell with
his fellow fellaheen.
Having sold out his brother Arabs and Moslems, Sadat,
whose mother was an illiterate Sudanese, may have been
the world's most popular mulatto in the columns of Western
yellow journalism (the yellowest example being the Wash
ington Post), but he had to surround himself with an army to
stay alive. His September purge of some 1,600 political and
religious opponents did nothing to endear him further to his
people, though somehow it was considered a necessary act
of statesmanship in the West -- the same West that gets so
horribly wrought up over purges in Chile, Argentina and EI
Salvador.
Mektub ("it is written") is the way Arabs explain Sadat's
fate. The only question was when and who. The who turned
out to be some army personnel, since only military people
and visiting Western firemen could get near Sadat. The
when was determined after his willingness to stroke Begin,
despite the Israeli raids on the Baghdad reactor and the
Israeli Air Force's massacre of 300 mostly civilians in Beirut.
(Will a future Picasso paint a "Guernica" to memorialize
this slaughter? Don't bet on it.)
Sadat was never the mediator or smoother of troubled
waters the press and the Nobel Peace Prize made him out to
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be. When he died, the Egyptian masses were hungrier than
ever, the Palestinians more hounded than ever, the stench of
blasted corpses in Lebanon worse than ever. Since both
Carter and Reagan let the Camp David accords stall in
regard to Palestinian autonomy and refused to force Israel to
live up to its promises, some of the blood of Sadat is on their
hands.
He claimed to be a man of peace, but he left the Middle
East seething with war. He was touted as a man of vision, yet
his wholesale arrests filled Egyptian prisons to overflowing.
He was the toast of Western humanitarians and liberals, yet
he was as absolute a ruler as any pharaoh. Dan Rather
notwithstanding, he was not a philosopher king; he was a
Nazi collaborator in World War II and an arch anti-Zionist in
the decades that followed. He only became a philosopher
king when he left the other Arab states in the lurch and
joined the appeasement of Zion gang.
Sadat's bloody end is not likely to inspire his successor to
dance more enthusiastically to the tune of Camp David.
President Mubarak may mumble about carrying out the
peace process which passeth all understanding. He wants
the rest of the Sinai sandbox, scheduled if all goes well to be
returned next spring. But he will certainly, if he values his
health, become less Zionistic, more realistic and more Arab
istic.
The M idd Ie East has been a mess for Allah knows how
long. Some have described the area as a bazaar where every
booth sells what is worst in man. The appearance of crowds
of Eastern European Jews in Palestine after World War I
turned a sinkhole into a hellhole.
And the U.S. continues to make the Middle East more
hellish by arming and financing the Israeli dispossessors.
That these same goons burned our library in Cairo, killed our
sailors on the Liberty, stole our uranium and even sold arms
to the Ayatullah when he was holding our 51 hostages -
these unspeakable acts of betrayal and ingratitude only
seem to encourage most congressmen to love the Israelis
more and their victims less.
In regard to foreign policy, the House of Representatives is
Iittle more than a pale imitation of the Knesset. Our president

Middle East, we are lightingthe fuse for Armageddon, which
dons a skullcap and weeps copiously at Holocaust cere
is defined in Revelation 16 as the knockout battle that will
monies in the Rose Garden (didn't any Americans die in
signal the end of world history.
World War II?) while bouncing puppet-like on Begin's
While on the subject of the Bible, judging from the prolix
strings, which may be transformed into a political noose if
and teary obituaries churned out at Sadat's death, if our
Reagan steps too far out of line.
media hacks had been alive in biblical times, they would
By mixing into World War I, we generated World War II.
have written one verse on the crucifixion and two to three
By mixing into World War II, we laid the groundwork for
chapters on the hanging of judas, who would have ended up
World War III, which is as certain to come as Halley's comet
as the real hero of the New Testament.
-- and perhaps by the same year. And by mixing in the

AWACS AHOY!

witz, Bumpers, Durenberger, Jackson, Levin, Metzenbaum,
Cogitate about it! Big business, the oil giants, the banks,
Spector and Weicker in bowing to the demands of the
the WASP billionaires, the presidency, all the supposedly
Zionist lobby was that most distinguished senator from New
real clout in the U.S., not to mention the national interest,
Jersey, convicted felon Harrison Williams, who was caught
were riding on the sale of some electronic eavesdropping
aircraft and other aviation hardware to a friendly Arab state
redhanded accepting bribes from a phony Arab sheik. Un
in a highly strategic area which, if it fell into unfriendly
der the table Williams was quite willing to work with the
hands and the oil was cut off, would plunge the country into
Arabs. In the neon lights of the Senate, he was, as ever,
economic chaos and send unemployment sky-high. Yetthe
Israel's man.
House of Representatives voted against the AWACS sale two
The pre-vote senatorial head counts were typical of the
media. Just as the public had been assured that the 1980
to one, and it barely squeezed by the Senate.
presidential election was "too close to call," just as Rea
Why were so many old pols willing to outrage and intimi
gan's budget and tax cuts were "doomed to defeat," so was
date our largest supplier of foreign oil? Simply to please a
the A WACS sale -- up u nti I the very eve of the Senate vote. It
little gangster state 6,000 miles from America; simply to pay
was the old, time-worn ploy that even the anchormen must
off their political debts to the American Jews who have
supported them financially over the years most liberally by
be getting tired of. Kill any legislation in advance by getting
way of large campaign contributions and direct payments in
across the idea that there is no hope of passing it. The
the form of speaking fees; simply to placate the Israel-ador
supporters of any measure that offends the New York Times
ing media and the fundamentalist Christian lickspittles who
and CBS will then give up. And the Sulzbergers, the Paleys
find morality in Israel's bombing and napalming of Lebanese
and the Goldensons will again get their way. The only
peasant families and the teachings of Jesus in harrying a
trouble was that Reagan did not play by the rules of that
couple of million Palestinians out of their hearths and
game. Since he has stuck his neck out on these issues, he
homes.
decided to fight rather than follow the traditional presiden
If it had requ ired the approval of both Houses of Congress,
tial precedent of first clearing any White House campaign
the AWACS sale would have fallen through. As it was, the
with the "impact press."
U.S. government practically had to cease functioning for
As any intelligent observer of the American scene has long
two weeks and devote every ounce of its energy to the
been aware, only an American president can defeat the
project. For the first time since 1956, when Eisenhower
combined forces of the media and the liberal-minority coali
deblitzed the combined British-French-Israeli assault on
tion. Only an American president could resuscitate the
Egypt, the Israeli lobby has proved vincible. But only by a
drowning American Majority. The AWACS affair is a glow
hair. When it is a matter of billion-dollar loans, grants and
ing example of what could be done if Ronnie really were
tax-exempt gifts -- the annual U.S. tribute to Israel -- both
bonnie. But Ronnie, although of a slightly different mold, is
Houses get into the picture, and consequently Congress will
still a politician and still a devotee of the art of compromise.
still remain safely in Israel's pocket for some time to come.
He knows better than anyone that in American politics for
The tai I is sti II wagging the dog and wi II continue to wag it
most of this century the art of compromise has been the
until the tail breaks off. The question is, can the dog lose its
black art of liberal-minority hegemony.
tail and still live?
NOTE: In all the TV debates and interviews, Senators
The roster of the 48 senators, some of them Reagan Re
Packwood, Jackson and Cranston, the leading anti-AWACS
publicans, who voted against the sale reads like a Who's
ers, were never asked how much money they had received
Who of the political lower depths. Joining Kennedy, Bosch
over the years from Jews and Jewish organizations.
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WOMEN'S LIB
This movement has sprung up and sprouted offshoots like
wild flowers in the last twenty years. The premise is that
women are an "oppressed class" and need to be "liberated"
from the tyranny of "male domination." The woman has
allegedly been "culturally conditioned" to accept a stereo
typed role as housewife and mother while the man does the
"world's work." The men, of course, have been the villains
in the piece who have somehow "brainwashed" the female
gender into accepting a subordinate role. The idea thatthere
are innate biological differences between the sexes which
account for the cultural attitudes is dismissed with contempt
by the "Libbers." They assign an awesome power to culture
but never stop to realize that culture is not a primary, not an
axiom, not a given. "Culture" merely reflects the predomi
nant attitudes at a given time, but does not, in and of itself,
create those attitudes. At most, in the absence of a powerfu I
opposing thesis, the culture may tend to reinforce existing
prevalent views. But the views are always, for better or
worse, the result of underlying observations of reality made
by people over an extended period of time. "Reality" in its
fullest context means all biological, philosophical, psycho
logical, anthropological factors that are subject to observa
tion and experimentation by the human race. Principles and
general izations are made after observations of innumerable
particulars. This is in accord with the idea of gaining control
over the environment by means of human knowledge. Un
derstanding is achieved by reducing multiplicity to simpli
city. Hence, the function of general laws which suffice to
explain most phenomena in the particular area of study. The
exceptions merely prove the correctness of the general rule.
Women have long been known to be more passive, slight
er of physical build, less aggressive and to possess less
physical strength than men. Women also mature much
sooner, are more graceful, often excel in secondary scholas
tic achievements and are physically more attractive than
men. The woman's whole body and nature radiates sex. Her
sexual capacity is much greater than that of man, does not
involve only one small area and one basic act as a man's
does, and includes the ultimate power of reproduction of the
race. From these biological differences stems the different
psychological and philosophical outlook of men and wo
men.
Traditionally, civilization has been a process of subor
dinating the short-term "easy sex" view of the male to the
women's long-term commitment of procreation, family and
continuity. This has involved getting the male to accept the
discipline of monogamous marriage and full-time produc
tive work to support his family. A male with a wife and
children has a stake in the community and an incentive to
look into the long-range consequences of his actions that is
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necessarily absent in the unattached male with no responsi
bilities. The overwhelming percentage of social pathology
in society -- murder, rape, robbery, sexual perversion, sui
cide, mental illness -- is perpetrated by single males. This
recurrent problem of achieving male socialization into soci
ety has been severely exacerbated by the women's libera
tion movement. Its attack on the sexual double standard has
had the very grave effect of cheapening sex for women. As
Dr. Robert Collins, with over a dozen years experience in
advising young women at a large eastern university, put it:
A basic flaw in this new morality is the assumption that
males and females are the same, sexually. The simplicity of
the male's anatomy and its operations suggest that to a man,
sex can be an activity apart from the whole being, a drive
related to the organs themselves. In a woman, the complex
internal organization correlated with her other hormonal
systems, indicates her sexuality must involve her total self.
On the other hand, the male is orgasm-oriented with a drive
that ignores most other aspects of the relationship. Woman is
almost totally different. She is engulfed in romanticism and
tries to find and express her total feelings for her partner ....
The new morality is a fraud. It ignores history, it denies the
physical and mental composition of human beings, it is
intolerant, exploitative, and is oriented toward intercourse,
not love. (Chicago Tribune, August 17, 1975)

Although the sexual drive, at least in terms of pure physi
cal desire, is stronger in men, the obverse side is that it is
easier for women to control their sexual desires. By the way
a woman defines her goals and develops her skills she can
inspire, motivate, encourage, restrain and have basic power
over a man that he can never achieve through muscular
strength. Without the basic maternal feelings or drive of
women, the human race would have died out long ago. A
woman has an overriding psychological need to love some
thing that is living. It can be a baby, a pet or else a career
outlet such as nursing or teaching. This desire to love af
firmatively contradicts the women's liberation propaganda
that traditional stereotyped roles assume women are "pas
sive" and men are "aggressive." The love that women show
for the objects of their affection is anything but passive.
Women tend to be more practical than men, less philo
sophical. The classic example, even occasionally used by
some Libbers, is that of Karl Marx studying political philoso
phy at the British Museum in London while his children
were starving. No woman (even "Liberationists") would
ever commit that sort of atrocity. Women as a rule do not
take naturally to a search for the abstract, ethereal and
intangible.
Amaury de Riencourt's work Sex and Power in History

(David McKay, 1974) states that a successful society de
pends on a delicate balancing of different female-male fac
tors, and that the androgynous, unisex values of women's
liberation has within it "a social and cultural death wish and
the end of civilization that endorses it." De Riencourt shows
that man is more aggressive, rational, mentally creative and
analytical because of his early biological role as a hunter
and provider. In accordance with her procreative function,
woman is more stable, flexible, relies on intuition and is
more in harmony with nature. Man is more discursive, logi
cal, abstract or philosophical. Woman is more emotional,
personal, mystical and practical. These qualities of both
sexes are vital and needed for complementary purposes. To
quote directly from de Riencourt's work:
Women tend more toward conformity than men -- which is
why they often excel at such disciplines as spelling and
punctuation where there is only one correct answer, de
termined by social authority. Higher intellectual activities,
however, require a mental independence and power of ab
straction that they usually lack, not to mention a certain form
of aggressive boldness of the imagination which can only
exist in a sex that is basically aggressive for biological rea
sons.

To sum up: the masculine proclivity in problem solving is
analytical and categorical. The feminine is synthetic and
contextual. Deep down, man tends to focus on the object,
on external results and achievements; woman focuses on
subjective motives and feelings. If life can be compared to a
play, man focuses on the theme and structure of the play,
woman on the innermost feelings displayed by the actors.
The de Riencourt thesis tends to refute two of the basic
premises of women's lib: (1) there are no emotional or
cognitive differences between the sexes; (2) women should
strive to be like men. Both propositions are shown to be
untenable.
George Gilder, in a remarkable book, Sexual Suicide,
offers the following insights into some of the male-female
differences as regards sex and romantic love:
Love performs its most indispensable role in inducing
males to submit to female cycles of sexuality. In a civilized
society men ultimately must overcome the limited male sex
ual rhythms of tension and release, erection and ejaculation,
and adopt a sexual mode responsive to the extended female
pattern proceeding through pregnancy, childbirth and nur
ture. By involving the long period of bearing and nurturing
children the female pattern entails a concern for the future, a
sense of growth and evolution, a need for deferring gratifica
tions, a desire for durable and secure relationships. The male
pattern usually focuses on actively wresting pleasures from
the immediate environment. But in civilized societies, the
majority of the men have come to recognize that it is the
female time-orientation and the family that offer the highest
rewards.
This recognition, the beginning of love, seems to be
evoked by a man's desire, conscious or unconscious, to
identify and keep his property. In a civilized society, he will
not normally be able to claim his children if they are born to
several mothers. He must choose a particular woman and
submit to her sexual rhythms if he is to have offspring of his

own. His love defines his choice. His need to choose evokes
his love. His sexual drive lends energy to his love and his love
gives shape, meaning and continuity to his sexuality. When
he selects a specific woman, he in essence defines himself
both to himself and in society. Every sex act thereafter cele
brates that definition and social engagement.

The women's lib movement's push for professional ca
reers for women overlooks the fact that there are very few
satisfying jobs available to either sex. The "Iibbers" engage
in what Vermont Royster of the Wall Street Journal many
years ago called the "work mystique./I The overwhelming
majority of the world's jobs are boring, mundane and neces
sary drudgery. The man's job is a very crucial part of his
sexual constitution because the man by his very nature lacks
an elaborate internal sexual constitution of his own compar
able to the women's reproductive process. Thus men require
more external guidance into the socialization process. A
man's job must affirm in a socially acceptable manner the
masculine identity of himself and thus make it possible for
him to integrate into the community. The man can then
pursue women on a long-range basis, on the idea of a
lifetime commitment, marriage. But if the male links both
work and long-term relationships to women he will not be
socialized, will not integrate into the community and will
think very short-range in both his work and his sexual life.
Thus there are several valid reasons for unequal pay diffe
rentials between men and women. These include the need
for male social initiative, the need to give men a way to
counterbalance female sexual superiority, the need for men
to follow careers and validate their sexual identity, the great
er tendency of males to spend their money on the opposite
sex, the greater social damage inflicted by unemployed
males, the greater psychological dependency of males on
their jobs and of course the absolute necessity of the wo
men's alternative role in socializing males and raising chil
dren.
The so-called "Equal Rights Amendment" is another pro
ject being vigorously pushed by the women's lib forces. To
begin with, ERA will not give women equal pay for equal
work, or any employment rights, choices or opportunities
that they do not now have. In fact, it would take away several
protections women currently enjoy. All state laws that re
quire the husband to support his wife and family, provide
them with a home, would be invalidated because the Con
stitution would then prohibit any law that imposes an obli
gation on one sex that it does not impose equally upon the
other. Thus, upon the woman would be imposed the double
burden of financial obligation plus motherhood and home
making.
ERA would fully legalize the military draft of women for
full combat duty in the event of war or restoration of con
scription. ERA would force police departments to hire wo
men on exactly the same terms and standards as men, de
spite the obvious dangers involved. ERA would wipe out all
protective labor legislation for women, such- as laws to
protect women from being compelled to work too many
hours a day, or days a week, or at night; weight-lifting
restrictions; provisions that mandate rest areas, rest periods,
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protective equipment, or a chair for a woman who stands on
her feet all day; laws that protect women from being forced
to work in dangerous occupations and laws that grant more
generous workmen's compensation for Injuries to more
parts of a woman's body than to a man's.
The women ' s liberation movement has in bri ef been a

disastrous vehicle of social disharmony and dissolution at a
time when altogether too many other disruptive trends have
adversely affected the United States and Western Europe. It
is a basi cally mean-spirited attempt to destroy diversi ty and
enforce a mind- and soul-deadening equ ality upon all per
sons.
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NINE NOTIONS
FOR NINE NEW NORTH AMERICAN NATIONS
With the growing worldwide interest in regionali sm (the
Europeans call it devolution), many observers have won
dered how long it would be before the establishment sought
to incorporate regionalist ideas into the curriculum of the
system. It has long been a tactic of systemcrats to deal with
an ideological threat by tou ching on it tangentially, then
rapidly skating away. Thus -- at one stroke -- they "answer"
any and all ideological challenges, and at the same time are
able to contradict any and all allegations of a media black
out.
It would appear that this tried and tested tactic has once
agai n been put to use in regard to suggestions from some
Majority activist quarters for the geographical restructuring
of the United States on a racial basi , that is, the allocation of
specific territories to specific popu lation groups, so that -
inter alia -- the Majority can regain a homogeneous home
land of its own.
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The establishment's proposal for "dealing" with this radi
cal proposal comes in the form of a lengthy tome entitled
The Nine Nations of North America (Houghton Mifflin,
Boston, 1981, $14.95) by Joel Garreau, an up-and- oming
columnist of the Wa shington Post. Garreau himself seems a
harmless enough character : witty, literary and middling
honest. His book advocates the carving up of the better part
of North America into nine nations: Quebec, New England,
The Foundry, Dixie, The Islands, Mexamerica, The Bread
basket, Ecotopia and The Empty Quarter (see map).
The author qu ite correctly points out that many of the
present internal and external boundaries of the U .S. are
totally arbitrary -- especially those defined by cartographic
lines of latitude and longitude. The U.S./Canadian border is
the most obvious example of this, closely followed by the
boundaries of several of the western states. Garreau argues
that Colorado, for example, is clearly two different places:

[Tl he eastern half, wh ich is flat, ferti Ie agricu Itu ral land,
and the western half, which rises dramatically in the suburbs
of Denver to become the Rocky Mountains. Back when there
were few people to speak of in the territory it didn't make
much difference. "Colorado" was boxed off in a neat, perfect
rectangle, and now the idea it represents has been around
long enough to become self-perpetuating. People speak and
think of Colorado as one identifiable place, despite abundant
evidence to the contrary ....

In spite of its long-established histories of pride and pre
judice, Texas, according to Garreau, is today a battleground
being fought over by three nations: Dixie, The Breadbasket
and Mexamerica. The boundary between Dixie and The
Breadbasket runs smack dab along Runway 17 Left of the
Dallas-Fort Worth airport.
Miami ought no longer to be regarded as the most popu
lous city of Florida, but the capital of The Islands -- Garreau's
provisional title for a conglomeration of Caribbean real
estate. Although some ohhe old ways linger on, in the form
of elderly Jewish vacationers escaping the charms of a
Brooklyn winter, the main occupation of southeast Florida
now seems to be drug-smuggling and money-laundering-
trades now dom i nated by Lati n Americans.
At the end of his "Foundry" chapter we find author Gar
reau with a native guide in a sou Ifood restaurant in beautiful
downtown Trenton, New Jersey. The Negro challenges Gar
reau to account for the panic he could hardly conceal while
walking through what some have called the roughest ghetto
in America. Garreau attempts to explain why he is more
afraid in a poor black area than in a poor white area. But his
"explanation," which convinces no one, not even the au
thor himself, renders much of his otherwise interesting thesis

totally specious.
It may well be true that the commerce, development and
sociology of North America can be categorized according to
topography, history and various inorganic factors. Never
theless, the popu lation of North America can be more accu
rately identified by race than by location. Except while
discussing Quebec and Mexamerica, Garreau totally ig
nores the ethnic factor. He appears to argue that Negroes
and other nonwhites have much more in common with their
white co-regionals than they have with Negroes in some
other region.
If a cat has kittens in a kipper box, that does not make the
kittens kippers. Likewise, if a Negro family breeds pickanin
nies in New England, that does not make them Harvard
eggheads, Brahmins, Puritans or Irish politicos. When Gar
reau does speak of ethnic groups, the Quebecois and the
Mexicans, he emphasizes the language, not the racial differ
ences. He positively glows with approval at the thought of
the Quebecois importing francophone blacks from Haiti
and French Africa to perpetuate their patois. (He himself has
some distant family ties to Quebec, by way of Pawtucket,
Rhode Island.)
With the progress of regionalist ideas around the world,
we must be on the lookout for red herrings of the Garreau
kind. Although he is most certainly an interesting writer,
theses such as his could easily distract from the main point.
The reason for regionalism is not to furnish the subject
matter for travelogues of the Garreau variety, but to get the
races of various nations unmixed, to give them their own turf
and to free them from the cultural anomie that infects un
structured multiracial societies.

Thor Heyerdahl's diffusionist theory of cultural formation

WHITES FOUNDED PRE-COLUMBIAN
CIVILIZATIONS IN THE NEW WORLD
Thor Heyerdahl first captured world attention in 1947
when he sailed a primitive balsa craft, the Kon- Tiki, from
Peru across thousands of miles of Pacific Ocean to the
Polynesian islands. He astonished the world again some
years later when he successfully piloted Ra II, an Egyptian
reed boat, from North Africa across the Atlantic to the Carib
bean.
But perhaps the Norwegian explorer'S most important
achievement was his less spectacular feat of investigating
the Old World origins of the pre-Columbian cultures of the
New World and the Pacific Islands. In Early Man and the
Ocean, Heyerdahl presents his thesis soberly and compel
lingly. Unlike his thrilling travel accounts, this scholarly but
very readable book has not found a place on the bestseller
I ists. What Heyerdahl has to say in Early Man and the Ocean
is a powerful indictment of the humanitarian "one world"

idea of cultural interchangeability in vogue almost every
where today.
When the Spanish conquistadores first reached the New
World, they were astonished to encounter highly developed
civilizations, or remains of civilizations, in what are now
Mexico and Peru. How had these advanced civilizations
developed? Years of intensive archaeological work and
painstaking excavations have not uncovered a trace of grad
ual evolution from primitive society to civilization. Dig after
dig revealed that civilization appeared suddenly in America,
in full bloom, superimposed upon a primitive, archaic so
ciety.
Even casual observers have long been struck by the simi
larities between the great pyramids of pre-Columbian Amer
ica and those of ancient Egypt and Mesopotamia. All of the
civilizations of the Mediterranean and Asia Minor which
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could have been the source of culture In the New World
were ruled by hierarchies laimlng descent from the sun.
The Su merians, AssYrians, Hittites, Phoen iClans and Egyp
tians were all fanatic sun worshippers, just as were the
O lmecs, the Mochica and their immediate successors in
Mexico and Peru. Other cultural parallels are equally aston
ishing: A fully developed writing system, paper manufac
ture, complex stone-cutting techniques, mummification of
great personages, long-distance aqueducts, an understand
ing of the zero concept, ocean-going reed boats. The same
three animals served as royal symbols: the snake, the bird of
prey and one or another breed of fel i ne. The eagle of the Old
World became the ondor in the New. The lion was re
placed by the puma.
In Mexico, the greatest cultures of the Aztecs, Toltees and
Mayas drew heavily from the highly advanced civilization of
th e Olmecs, an unknown people which suddenly estab
lished a fully developed culture on the swampy jungle oast
of the Gulf of Mexico. There was no climactic, geographi al
o r racial basis for a sudden blossoming of a high civilization
there. We have records of various organized voyages by
groups from the Mesopotamian and Egyptian civilizations
I aving the western Mediterranean to found colonies be
yond Gibraltar. Around 1200 B.C., just before the Olmec
c ulture suddenly began to flourish in Mexico, organized
-olon ists from the cu Itural world of the eastern Mediter
ra nean had penetrated to the Atlantic where trade winds and
curr nts could easily have carried them to the Gulf of Mex
ico .
Perhaps the most conclusive evidence that the New
World Indians were not culture creators, but only culture
re eiver , is the testimony of the Indians themselves. Wher
ever the Spaniards advanced, from Mexico and Central
America to Peru, they were received with open arms and
hail ed as members of a legendary fair-complexioned race
which had ruled and civilized their ancestors. The impres
Sive ruins of lost civilizations were invariably explained by
the local Indians as vestiges of rule by benevolent, bearded
whites. The memory of this past race formed the basis of
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local history and religion. The arrival and actiVities of white
teachers were described in hieroglyphics in pre-Columbian
paper books and depicted on stone monuments an d ceramic
art. (Unfortunately, the extensive collection of books and
paper records were destroyed by order f the Spanish
priests, who considered everything not written in Latin s ri pt
the work of Satan.) The beards of the Span iards made an
especially strong Impression on the Indians, who were ph 
ically incapable of growing facial hair. Mayan priests some
times even wore false beards in imitation of the d ivi ne
founders of their reli gion .
The chronicler of Pizarro's conquest of Peru reco rded tha t
some members of the Inca ruling classes were "whiter than
Spaniards" and that he -aw some "Indians" who w ere both
white-skinned and b lond. Accordin g to the In -as, these
were descendants of thel r gods, the Viraco has. \Nhen the
Spaniards first landed on the Peruvian coast, rel ay messen
gers qu ickly spread the world that the Vi raco ha!-J, or " sea
foam" people, had returned. The Incas had no bea rds, but
they had a word for beard and for the white fore i ner (Vir
acocha), which is often applied to Europeans toda y. At the
great Inca temple at Cacha, the Spaniards found a huge
stone statue of the divine priest-king Con-Tici Vi r cacha,
represented as a long-robed man of regal bearing with a long
beard. The Spaniards thought it represented St. Bartholo
mew. Later, real izing their mistake, they destroyed the statue
and the temple that housed It.
In the vast Incan empire, the Spaniards came upon huge
megalithic sites of pre-Incan origin which had b en aban
doned centuries before and now lay in ruins. Spanish chron
icler, Cieza de Leon, wrote in 15 53, "When the Indians are
asked who built these ancient monuments, they reply that a
bearded and white people like ourselves were the builders,
who came to these parts many ages before the Incas hegan to
reign, and formed a settlement here."
At Tiahuanaco, the hub of the empire, the Spaniards
found a vast stone-dressed pyramid, megalithic walls and
large statues. Cieza de Leon asked the nativ
whetht·r these edifices were built In the time of the Incas, and
they laughed at the query, affirming that they were made
before the Incas ever reigned .... From this, and from the
fact that they also speak of bearded men on the island of
Titicaca, and of others who built the edifice af Vinaque, it
may, perhaps, be inferred that, before the Incas reigned, there
was an Intelligent race who came from some unknown part,
and who did these things.

When archaeologist A.F. Bandelier arrived to excavate
the ru ins of the island of Titicaca 350 years later, he was told
that in very ancient times the island was inhabited by gentle
men of unknown origin simi lar to European gentlemen, who
had cohabited with the local native women. The resulting
children became the Incas who "drove out the gentlemen
and held the island thereafter."
Practically all the native accounts of how culture came to
Peru are in agreement that the Incas I ived more or less as
savages until a light-skinned, bearded foreigner and his
entourage came to their land. He was described as:

a wh ite man of great statu re who, by h is aspect and presence,
called forth great veneration and obedience .... In many
places he gave orders to men how they should live and he
spoke lovingly to them and with much gentleness, and that
they should be loving and charitable to all.

The white stranger was acclaimed a god. He and his
followers introduced cultivated crops and taughtthe Indians
how to grow them in irrigated terraces. They showed the
natives how to build stone houses and live in organized
communities with law and order. They introduced cotton
clothing, sun worship and stone carving. They built steep
pyramids and erected monolithic statues.
Among the Tzendals of Mexico, the white culture hero
was called Votan. A Tzendal manuscript records:
At some indefinitely remote epQch, Votan came from the
far East. He was sent by God to divide out and assign to the
different races of men the earth on which they dwell, and to
give to each its own language. The land whence he came was
called ua/um uotan, the land of Votan. His message was
especially to the Tzendals. Previous to his arrival, they were
ignorant, barbarous, and without fixed habitations. He col
lected them into villages, taught them how to cultivate the
maize and cotton, and invented the hieroglyphic signs,
which they learned to carve on the walls of their temples. He
instructed civil laws for their government, and imparted to
them proper ceremonials of religious worship .... They es
pecially remember him as the inventor of their calendar.

When European anthropologists began large-scale exca
vations of Peruvian Inca tombs in the middle of the 19th
century, they were startled to find that some of the heads
differed markedly from those of the Indians both in cranial
shape and in hair color and texture. Anthropologist D. Wil
son found some mummies with brown, soft, wavy hair. He
was especially struck by the remains of a family of appar
ently high rank. Wilson described the father's hair as
"brown in color and as fine in texture as the most delicate
Anglo-Saxon's hair."

Easter Island
Easter Island has long intrigued and baffled the world. It is
the site of solid stone statues in human form weighing five to
eight tons each and a vast variety of heterogeneous art.
According to Heyerdahl, the monoliths were built by a race
of ancient white explorers who had crossed more than 2,000
miles of ocean from Peru.
Dutch voyagers, guided by Peruvians, were the first Euro
peans to visit Easter Island. They arrived in 1722 and found a
racially mixed group, including one islander of apparently
high rank who "was an entirely white man." A few years
before Captain Cook came in 1774, a disastrous war broke
out on the island. The surviving natives told the Europeans
that all of the white males had been massacred.
The strange written script of Easter Island has never been
deciphered. The dark-skinned islanders cannot understand
it. Their forebears killed the light-skinned men who could.
Neither can the brown Polynesians understand the original
meaning of the monuments built by a race which has long
since disappeared.

Columbus
Heyerdahl makes a convincing case for the thesis that
Columbus was only able to make his first voyage to the New
World because he had carefully studied the accounts of the
earlier Viking voyages to North America. Columbus was
very close to the Cathol ic Chu rch, wh ich kept records of the
Viking colony at Greenland. He was a thorough researcher,
who, Heyerdahl is convinced, must have been familiar with
the Viking discovery of North America. Noting that Colum
bus's son once wrote that his father had visited Iceland,
Heyerdahl comments:
Only when we give the Norse discoveries of Greenland
and North America the credit they deserve does Columbus
emerge in proper perspective, not as a reckless navigator
who accidentally happened to hit upon America because it
blocked his progress to India, but because he had combined
creative imagination with keen scholarship and available
information to plan a search for a coast which was found
where it was supposed to be.

Heyerdahl's "diffusionist" explanation of the origins of
pre-Columbian civilization in America is by no means uni
versally accepted. The "isolationist" school contends that
civilization blossomed in the New World independently.
Before Heyerdahl made his Ra voyages across the Atlantic,
"isolationists" contemptuously dismissed the "diffusionist"
arguments with the observation that an Atlantic crossing by
ancient ships was "impossible." One of the most influential
anthropologists of the century, the German-born Jew, Franz
Boas, declared in 1925, "On the Atlantic side, the broad
expanse of water made immigration impossible."
The "diffusionist/isolationist" controversy is really a vari
ation of the old "nature/nurture" debate. The "isolationists"
and "nurturists," represented by men I ike Boas, hold that all
races are equally capable of developing sophisticated civi I i
zations given the right environmental conditions. The "dif
fusionist" school, to which Heyerdahl subscribes, refutes
such notions by demonstrating that some races are more
inherently capable of developing high cultures than others.
The implications of Heyerdahl's work are revolutionary.
Civilization is not the achievement of "mankind." Culture is
not the fruit of something called the "human spirit." What
produces both is a flickering flame that burns in the souls of
only a fraction of those whom we call human beings. The
lesson of Early Man and the Ocean is that biology, not
geography, is the basis of human progress.

~
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Ponderable Quote

UShePenny
showed a marked dislike for dark-skinned people. ~
was much less alarmed by people with white skin. This
puzzled me because her first "nanny," Charles, whom she
loved, was an African. I had observed this same reaction in ~
other wild animals and can only imagine that it may be an
inherited trait arising from the fact that they had been hunted
and trapped, often by cruel means, for centuries by Africans. ~
Joy Adamson
~
from The Queen of Shaba
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Mitterand may have some surprises up his sleeve

France at the Crossroads
Those facets of public life which usually
hold a Frenchman's interest -- the race
problem, the race-mixing ordained by the
modern French economy, the omnipresent
aggression of French Jewry, the egalitari
anism that opens the gates of power to the
more parasitical elements of society -- all
such facets have been somewhat down
played in France since the Left's electoral
victory in May. As a result, there has been a
dearth of news of the type which usually
catches French eyes and nourishes day-to
day French anxieties.
The extremely diverse political move
ments which constituted (the use of the
past tense is deliberate) the French Left are
now confronted with the real world. What
were yesterday only words, whether well
or poorly phrased, whether or not spoken
from the heart, must now be translated into
deeds. The wheel has finally turned. The
absolute power conferred on the Leftist vic
tors by the constitution of de Gaulle's Fifth
Republic has overnighttransformed talkers
into decision makers. Very simply, the time
has come for responsible action. The one
time speechifiers now have to respond, not
to men, but
something infinitely more
difficult -- to facts.
Si nce the Left has been deprived of pow
er since 1958, the date of de Gaulle's as
cendancy, 23 years of word play have
slowly developed a special breed of men
and women little inclined to sustained ac
tion and less inclined to measured words.
The products of this strange new form of
natural selection, creatures long excluded
from the ruling castes of society, have now
been thrust into the centers of power.
Mitterand's victory was won by bargain
ing with various political factions, and by
taking advantage of the lack of enthusiasm
in others, notably the Gaullist party led by
Jacques Chirac, who might be described as
the French Reagan. The Left's electoral
sweep produced a very considerable
change in the ranks ofthe Chirac conserva
tives. The most verbal of these gentlemen
have retreated into a remarkable and un
usual silence. They hardly knew what to
make of the triumphant emergence of the
Left, which brought forth a sort of menac
ing authoritarianism that contrasted sharp
ly with the liberal attitudes tolerated in the
era of Giscard. The Right, which shared
power with Giscard, had the habit of oper
ating very subtly, drowned as it was in the
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chronic avalanche of quid pro quos de
manded by the Jewish-oriented media.
Paradoxically, it was the systematic lack of
an authoritarian style that helped defeat
Chirac, the candidate of the 20% of the
voters who were angry at the "too Leftist"
and "too permissive" politics of Giscard.
It has now become all too clear that the
greatest quid pro quo of all has been the
qu id of social ism (collectivism) for the quo
of terminating liberal permissiveness. Here
we might add that socialist collectivism is
not too distant from Puritanism, demand
ing as it does a strict discipline imposed
more by force than by the consent of the
public. This new "orderliness" is the en
emy of cultural anarchy, unbridled politi
cal criticism, obsessive iconoclasm and
other arcane practices of which Jews are
past masters.

The Army
Silence in the ranks, but not among the
high brass! The new minister of national
defense, a certain Hernu, found it advis
able to announce publicly that army train
i ng must begi n with the education of the
child! As if this were not enough, Mitterand
hastened to visit the naval base at Brest
and, while there, to proudly announce the
building of a new nuclear submarine.
The length of military service has not
been shortened -- contrary to the hopes the
new rulers of France had raised in the
hearts of youth. This was not a very polite
or honest way to treat the new voters (Gis
card had lowered the voting age to 18
years) who played an almost decisive role
in the victory of the Left. Led on by Leftist
poses and promises of antimilitarism, they
had rushed to the ballot boxes in droves.
Immigration
The new government attempted to fur
ther mix and dilute the French population
by proposing a measure to legalize the stat
us of tens of thousands of illegal immi
grants, a move that would have encour
aged the arrival of more Negro masses from
Africa. There was also an attempt to confer
voting rights at the municipal level on vari
ous non-citizens, so they could participate
at least indirectly in the election of deputies
to the National Assembly. Public opinion
polls, however, quickly put an end to such
projects. The haste shown by the Left in
dropping these matters was perhaps a
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backhanded way of torpedoing the wishes
of an important part of its political follow
ing. The entry into France of foreign races,
whatever the political regime in power,
can have only catastrophic results, particu
larly in the economic realm at a time of
high unemployment.
Prisons
There was a great deal of discussion in
the election campaign about liberating
prison inmates by an amnesty law. The
Right screamed about this, painting dark
pictures of criminal bands descending on
an unarmed and defenseless population.
Nevertheless, some prisoners with long
sentences were released. Ironically, the
amnesty raised a storm in Leftist circles
because it caused rehabi Iitation centers to
overflow. These institutions and the large
bureaucracy involved in operating them
have reacted with strong criticism of the
Mitterand administration for upsetting the
penal system.
Diplomacy
As to foreign affairs, there was an im
mediate aboutface. Mitterand quickly
postponed his promised trip to Israel and
announced that his first destination in the
Middle East would be Saudi Arabia. He
was preceded by his foreign minister
Claude Cheysson, who had a long, friendly
entretien with Vasser Arafat. A few days
later the French ambassador to Lebanon, a
good friend of Arafat's, was obliterated by a
bomb. The world press refused to specu
late on the identity of the assassin. The
French media, however, were not afraid to
state that Israel may have been punishing
France for getting too close to the PLO.
Concurrently, the French Left was stupi
fied by the new government's incredible
flattery of the Reagan administration and its
deliberately cool attitude toward Moscow.
The reverse of such diplomacy had StJP
posedly been assured by the presence of
Communist ministers in Mitterand's cabi
net. Giscard had turned a cold shoulder to
the
and had bowed his head before
Lenin's tomb in Moscow. Now the Leftist
Mitterand was all smiles with the most re
actionary government America has had for
many decades. It just didn't make sense.
But perhaps Mitterand was playing a crafty
game to stymie the power of the CGT, the
huge Communist-dominated union, yield-

u.s.

ing some ground to Communists on the
domestic front in order to have a freer hand
on the international stage.
Needless to say, these diverse policies
have generally been interpreted as proof of
inconsistency and timidity. Some observ
ers have taken the inherent political and
diplomatic contradictions as an avowal of
impotence and a maladroit attempt to
please everyone. Others are sure that the
government is following a course of rank
opportun ism, that boiled down to its essen
tials is fundamentally more nationalist than
internationalist, a course infused with the
kind of realpolitik that the media often de
scribe as "fascistic." Whatever the out
come, it's the end of the quid pro quo
system. Force and discipline at the service
of liberty frequently produce results that
are the opposite of what liberty lovers ex
pect.

Nationalization
Some very large French companies will
soon be nationalized. As investment mon
ey flees France, French banks have had to
go to extreme measures to attract foreign
capital, offering as much as 29% tax-free
Interest to non-French Investors. Such
measures, if continued, are bound to swift
ly deplete the monetary reserves in the
French treasury.
Among the first compames to be taken
over by the state will be the Dassault aVla

tion conglomerate. But this will hardly rep
resent any great change. The company has
dealt almost entirely with the French gov
ernment, its only French customer, since
the very beginning. Its founder, Marcel
Bloch, who changed his name to Dassault
in order to "seem more French," was well
known before World War II for his "flying
coffins," which were purchased by the
French airforce despite intense opposition.
There is a story that two air force officers
were arrested when they attempted to
break into Bloch's house and assassinate
him after his poorly designed and poorly
built warplanes had suffered a
num
ber of fatal crashes. At last report, Bloch
Dassault has 40 tons of gold in his com
pany's account in the Banque Nationale de
Paris.

Tomorrow
The government will soon have to take
Draconian measures that will require the
use of force to a degree rarely known in
French history. It is evident that either Gis
card or Chirac will try to make a political
comeback in a rather brutal manner. The
new government IS ready and will pro
bably come out on top because of the con
tinued diviSion of its enemies. But there
will be a surpriSing change in French life
that may lead to similar changes not only In
the rest of Europe but throughout the
world. Certainly the present move toward

organized totalitarianism will put a crimp
in the long-time ferment of left-wing anar
chism, anti-statism and divisiveness.
Tomorrow, spurred on by some new po
litical realignments, the inevitable disap
pearance of old sources of political sup
port, and the adoption of a more real istic
attitude toward the nature and meaning of
community, we may notice a few tentative
steps towards a national rather than an in
ternational form of socialism. After all, Mit
terand in the pre-World War II years ex
hibited some right-wing leanings. The
gauge of such a trend will be the amount of
Jewish participation. The more order and
stability in government, the less the partici
pation.
Frenchmen today are in a sort of quan
dary. The direction presently taken by
France disturbs everyone, including tho~e
who have set the course. It appears more
and more likely that the end of the road will
bri ng everyone face-to-face with the most
improbable and unexpected events. It must
be kept in mind, however, that a large ma
jority of the members of the new govern
ment still believe In the basIC principles of
Western civilization. For this reason, it will
be almost Impossible for them to abandon
the unique foundations of all successful
human societies -- race, cultural homoge
neity and a sense of solidarity.

The Tukhachevsky Affair -- A Lie De-lied?
Marshal Tukhachevsky was the son of a
Russian petty nobleman whose mother
was French and whose father may have
had some Jewish corpuscles coursing
through hiS mostly Slavic veins. Tukha
chevsky fils deserted the aristocracy for the
Bolsheviks, his rationale being that it made
no difference if the Czarist double eagle or
the hammer and sickle served as the ban
ner of RUSSian military conquest. In fact,
the National Bokshevik thought -- proba
bly correctly
that the Red flag would
have a better chance of flYing over Con
stantinople, the century-old dream target
of Russian imperialism.
By 1936 Tukhachevsky was the chief of
staff of the Red Army, second only in the
military hierarchy to Marshal Voroshilov,
commissar for defense. He enjoyed an un
assailable reputation, since he was one of
the great heroes of the revolution, having
been responsible for some of the mos im
portant Red victories over the White
arm ies t though as commander of the Red
troops in Poland in 1920, he reached but
did not breach the gates of Warsaw.

Marshal Tukhachev::.ky

Of all the Red generals, Tukhachevsky
spoke out loudest against Hitler, urging a
preventive strike against the NaZIS before
they grew powerful enough to mount an
Invasion of his homeland, which he pre
dicted was bound to come If the U.s.s.R.,
In conjunction with France and Britain, did
not quickly squelch German militarism.
Yes, Tukhachevsky had everything go
Ing for him, except that too much was go
ing for him. Stalin had never been known
to relish any competition In his personality
cult racket and he had different ideas about
what to do with Germany. In 1936 he was
already pondering the Russo-German
Nonaggression Pact he would sign three
years later. In order to bring off such a
volte-face in Soviet foreign policy, he de
cided he would first have to eliminate the
rabidly anti-Nazi high brass.
So Tukhachevsky, the most ardent anti
Hitlerite of them all, was framed and led
out from a Moscow prison at 2:30 A.M. one
morning, lined up against a wall and shot
with seven other generals, a majority of
them Jews. The almost laughable charge:
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collaboration with the German General
Stdff!
Neverthele",>, the liberaloid sectors of
the \'\Iestern media bought this incredible
:,tory. Only a few Western Kremlin watch
er" ascribed Tukhachevsky's sdd iate to d
German trap, since the documents that did
him m had been furnished by Germdn in
telligence dgents to President Benes of
Czechoslovakia, who passed them on to
friend Stalin.
But, as the journalist Victor Alexandrov
(of unknown antecedents) explained in his
book, The lukhachevsky AffaIr (MacDon
ald, London, 1965) recently reprinted in
the U.S. by Lawrence Verry, Box 98, Mys
tic CT 06355 -- this IS only hdlf the story.
On Stalin's order'>, the NKVD actually co
operated with the
in forging the
varlou,> communications Tukhdchevsky

was supposed to have had with the Ger
mans. The spymaster m charge of this
frame-up was a renegade Czarist
who lived In Paris, d triple agent who
worked for the Germans, the Red Russidns
and the White Russians. Voroshilov wa'>
the only commissar to fight Stalin and stand
up for Tukhachevsky, hiS most brilliant
subordinate and his long-time comrade in
arms. He only gave in when losif Vissarion
oVlch threatened him with the execution
he had planned for Tukhachevsky.
The pu rge of the Red Army that began
with the liquidation of Tukhachevsky prac
tically decimated the Soviet officer corps. It
was a prime cause for the pathetic showing
of the Russian military in its 1939 invasion
of Finland and for the equally pathetic re
sistance offered the German invaders in
1941.

Izvestia rehabilitated Tukhachevsky in
1961, but it was a little late for a man who
might have turned out to be the Red Napo
leon. As Alexandrov tells it, the Western
media had once again fallen for d Soviet
big lie.
As time inches on, it appears that much
of the reporting of international political
skirmishing that led up to World War II was
one long, beautifully articulated whopper.
Are we to infer from this that in high places
I ies are more common forms of expression
than the truth? For all we know the first
words ever spoken and ever written by
tribal chiefs, kings and heads of govern
ments were deliberate falsehoods. Perhaps
as fabrication is pi led upon fabrication the
only way we will ever get to the truth is
when liars lie about lies.

Unsold's Blasphemy
I n a previous issue of Instauration (Oct.
1(81) we reported the storm of controversy
that swirled around the eminent German
professor of astrophYSICS, Albrecht Unsold,
who had written an article on Einstein for
Physlkallsche B/Jtter (Nov. 1980), one of
Germany's highest-brow scientific publi
cations. Our account was based on press
reports, so it was perforce skimpy and
heavy with hearsay. Since then, a German
I nstaurationist has sent us a Xerox of Un
:,old's article. We found it was much more
Interesting and more controversial than the
press had let on.
The piece was entitled, "Albert Einstein,
Em Jahr danach (one year later). " The "one
year later" referred to the Einstein centen
nial which had been celebrated worldwide
in 1979. Looking back, Professor Unsold
noted thelt in all the mountains of praise
heaped upon Einstein there had been no
mention of hiS association with the atom
bomb. Reviewing the epochal achieve
menb of earlier physicists on whose labors
Einstein drew so laVishly, Unsold pointed
out that Einstein's paper on Special Relativ
ity totally ignored both the great experi
ments and the great experimenters that had
made hiS own work possible.
During the Weimar Republic, physicists
m Germany went on widely divergent po
I itical pilgrimages and crusades. Nobel
laureates Lenard, Stark dnd Wien became
ardent nationalists and anti-Semites.
Haber, the inventor of poison gas, felt such
close ties to Kc'lIser and Reich that he even-
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tually quit Judaism and had himself and his
entire family baptized. Einstein, on the
other hand, became an ardent Zionist, so
ardent he could not conceal his hatred of
Prussians and, for that matter, all Germans,
even though while in Berlin he was getting
an enormous salary of 12,000 marks, sup
plemented by an annual 4,OOO-mark sub
sidy from a Jewish banker. One of Ein
stein's main interests in the Nobel Prize he
received in 1916 (much too late, in his
opinion) was the money, which, writes Un
sold, enabled him to pay for his divorce
from hiS first wife.
The widely accepted notion that Ein
stein's bad relations with Germany began
with the rise of anti-Semitism is entirely
incorrect in Unsold's opinion. He quotes
the noted French pacifist Romain Rolland,
who wrote on September 15, 1925, that
Einstein was already dreaming of a parti
tioned Germany on the post-World War II
model.
After mentioning Einstein's part in the
promotion and building of the atom bomb
particularly his famous letter to President
Roosevelt -- Unsold takes up the ever pop
ular topic of the "responsibility of the sci
entist." Somehow in all the reams of com
ments about this subject in Germany and
elsewhere in recent years, the names of
Einstein and Haber never came up.
One new revelation of Unsold's (new at
least to us) was Max Planck's active inter
vention with Hitler on behalf of Lise Meit
ner, the Austrian lewess who remained in

Berlin until 1938 as an assistant to Otto
Hahn. Not until he had performed the first
atomic fission experiment did Meitner fi
nally leave Hahn, taking with her all the
pertinent data about his world-shaking dis
covery. Hitler, Unsold tells us, finally got
even by arranging for the murder of
Planck's son Erwin.
Unsold makes some interesting distinc
tions between scientific research and sci
entific development. The former is essen
tially neutral, the latter is not. Einstein is
accused of immorality by his promotion of
the atomic bomb. His "0 weh" when told
of the death of more than 100,000 Japa
nese at Nagasaki and Hiroshima did no
thing to clear him of this charge.
In this time of the New Inquisition that
has spread its intellectual terror over the
Western world, no one can criticize saints
and get away with it -- any more than any
one could in the day of the Old Inquisition.
All that has changed is the name of the
saints
Einstein for Thomas Aquinas, for
example. The president of the German
Physics Society, the publishers of Physikal
Ische Blaller, released a press blurb to the
effect that Unsold's article contained false
statements which should not have been
published and that these statements in no
way reflected the opinion of the society. It
was one more sorry replay of the groveling
litany that occurs everywhere in the West
when the sacred personages of liberal
minoritydom are mentioned in any but flat
tering terms.
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" e m '> 'rva ti e" \ E' kly ven inti ma ted th t1l
h"" 1. III th, Pd , u f th ~o I , t nl on~ M o t
o th r Jou rnJ I..; J CLl e him 01 b 'Ing ,1 ··,leO
NclZI. " To ' i\ e the
rm< n pub lit th e Inl
p rC'~i() n h ' I'> tl d an ' ro ll S u iml n.l l, whe n
e r he I!'> e
rt dint ) th
(lurtroom, he is
dlw,l c;. in c h a in ~ .1nd hJ. nd uti wi th two
gu ards I h i · ·Ide . W hen bi ng transpo rtf'd
(rom c}l1 jel il to dnO lher or t th v,lrious
C( u rth u
,h i put In whd t amount s to cl
m )bil e t1 g
nd guarded by at led:. t "i
gu ard an d t\ 0 P Jlic "
h i I " . H 1<; not
allowed b a i l, IS kept in solit,H
orltin
m e nt ;lIld is not 've n permi tted to speL1k to
his clef m \ il n ~ ~ b ."iore trial.
Th e d tU J I c: h u rg~~ aga ln<;t hlill are ~o
,l b~urd Ih
wou l imm dia t Iy be thrown
o u t I -ourt i n ,1 ny ::.o -i ty that ntf'rtain d
th Ie in t t r pet t for ivill ibert i .. R()der
w ~ tried in Lun ' herg laq M arc h bec au'l "
in 1 77, he had sp k n u t dgJinst the
d tGm l iu n of Ib rt Leo S hldg t r, J er
man h ro w ho )1 nl y resisted the Fr neh
Ot c upatlon o t the Rhinela nd in 1923 ,1nd
was ex c uted b
Fre nch firing squad . The
Lli n b rg tr i.:!1 WJ S postponed Illore th dn
one: and finally fi zzi d out. Roder WdS
th n tdk n to NUI·ern berg, w he re he went
on tr iJ I fo r layi ng a wr -'ath In memory '"
th G rm dn I ad r convict d o i "Wdr
ri m ~ . " He We convict d and tin d
1, )0 O M . In D e 'mb r 1980, Rod r sent
J wrea th to th e fun rc I of Ad m iral Donitz .
A lth o ugh this WJ S no t a cr im e last D e Ill
I N. dn e post fLl d law w as Pd "S d to
mak it t1 crime. 5
e rmany' _new t mar
tyr probably hel n' t heard the last of thiS.
In Octobe r, Rod e r W8. dragg ,' d Into a
rdnkfurt court for ed iting and dic,tributing
n w sle tters of th t'
rman Lib ration
Mov rne nt wh ich, i t wa s alleg d, d efd med
th ' Bo nn regime. Traud el Wd ~ J I,>o trl pd lor

\\() l leI lpwrv, \v\1() ,II,,!)
11l' I tht' Ifll.II11C.)U
\I\ -r Cnm'" fn 'll" hd(k In 1'1-1- 1
tflu me the oll'j Iii U . . l'rl\r\ Into
the> W ..l r) to gi ~ " nlordl IU"tll l( , 1
tiol .. to II e /\111 'c!ldU..,', f ht ;er
nld n:.. .1rt', .1'> Irl' 1/1 , \r.lb-.. III til<'
W j'> t Belnk, (1 "d l .;p()~ ..t'"s('d ,' Al/t),
Ity. ·· Th . prine Ip.ll (lifT 'renll.' i.. . th,ll
In t)l ·up led P.1 1' tm the l<'fdCI,
, rm v t'nrnf( t>'> the' rule'> . II " (,,,I
C (' rm ..H w ti't" U . . I'> the c nlor< cr.
v\ hen thl' t rJnkiu lt ...,hoV\ l ritll i"
)\'l'r , ,. n Irpc! \\1111)(-' I r arhler r('d 10
the ' rt'rro ri ... 1 He}!('I' in Stut tgart,
th , r ,n,lrllum '>l urn
prl'>on
1;\ h I( h
l )ll ttl IllS
mu r(iL ret., .lilt!
b H1dl ici(' le rfOr i...,,,, lik' m 'Illb 'r" )1
th> l) d Itl r-Mell1hul g.lf1g. V\.h il ·
rherp, \'Hllred may h.1\,e .1 I.ll.1l .1
c. Idpn t or he tdh!> d h\ .1 le l/m,\
Il1m .l tl', It h ,>urviv{', h • \ III g(J (If I
trl <ll in J,lflU.1r
on Ilw ., ' rltlU..,
(Ihl rg(;' e )1 hU\'lng 'ng,lgl'd in \ .1([ 
ou,> ' ·un, o n<, ti tul lon ,ll" J( 11\ III '-"
- im'
l',, 1 <., Jrn l JJW h,)'> no it'g,ll
( on-..l ll u tl() r1 , Ihl'> ...,hOlJld pn:" l'nl
,>onw inll'r '"li ng I ' g,.l l point.....
Tr<1lJ 1,1 r< pc rt 111<11 cJC'>Pl lt-' II ,III
1\\ t.1I1II·<1 l i n r,lfill'r gooci pit lt ",
,lno ..., 0 I.... ",he . <:, hp ( nrnpd l ilt' ,HI ·
\, 1 'of ,1 Bonn ofJi\ 1,1 1Ih,lt Ihe 1,\ 1"
l''> t thin g .he oul d do '" ( i\ ·or ., ,\.\. l1l lr(>d
,HId In t >rm Ig,l in" t h irn . wh 'r 'lI P )11 ..,Iw
\\IOU Id r ce ivl ' d po vern m ' Ilt P'l h lOI1 Ie r
I, mi l v u pport.
' l'( lip,>" to '>.)\ , thl' 'ndlp"" trltl l" .mel
dlf orn .> \ ,, ' I ~'p "" h d\(' d pi 'I . I tilt' Ri) It r'>
l in .lrl( iL I h.i tt v. Th , rl UW (-,,,.. , t I,Hgl' ly o n
do" , tlon ~ l rom tric:' nd., (nd 'uppClrl ' r'> .
f r. l{ iL' l Iw\ ('r 1,l il" to v i.,i t hL'f pL'r"" L~Lu l 'd
h u,> I),H1 c1 l nci h,l S r ' l 'n pr(, -PI1t. ( It n \\1111
tIll' ·hi/ elren, at hI tr icll.." It i \'t'r\ l 'll lh,H 
rcl <;<; ing to til"' prc hC'(,.Ut" n to ht\\( 1 r,luclf"
,Ind the ."X child ren , elr S'l d til Cl'rIlldil
folk c ()~tu m('-" . III Iht> -ou rtro( nl. "L1( h pul 
I,( d,.,p ,IY., u l IO ld t\ . In tl l lt'\otlon 111 ,1
( o un trv \,v h r ' rol il l ,l l lrt'd'\ufl .m el th '( 11'
fll grat lo ll ot ('\' rv (hrng C; ' erl1cln til d \\"
01 li lp <He> l b ' ol u te" m ,1(ldc'rl1l1g Iw ti,t,
80nn pU pPd~ .
A n v In . . tdufd tiOf)I "h \"h u \\I"h tl) h'lp
fr ,lu <it' l WI:tl l hv r l'f11 pt \ pur e . ., hOL!/ci ,>PIIII
tlwlri o f).1t lu n" to Fr,l ll i\\cln rrC'd R()fl( 'r,
H ,w ,> R.i( hl)t' n.~.
- l:- ~ l i h\\ .l l /('l1ho rfl ,
\ V 'sl C -' rl1l.111 v .
mu c k

h()cl~t"

f (, III I\()cie( untl l\ mtlt 'r

printing and marl ing n w I ti er #66 . For
tunat 'l , .. he wa
cq uitted . E "" n W 'c;t
Germa n ju ·tile bal ked <ll., nd ing d woman
with · i>. c h i ld r n to Jail for ,m det r>i c on 
s( ie nce th el t would only l ("o niue rE'd J
·ri mina l u f( f),>f-' in tlw
S.S ,R., R d C h ina
and Blac k Africd .
Th e pr
nt Bo nn legal "y~ t e rn , wh it h
wou ld ha e wdrmed tl e c()( k l <; of Ten
quemddd '~ hea rt, x po~ s for ,·tli tt
e thtl l
erm;j ny i<; hard l
. ,-) · u~ I)d W·t
Ir e r th dfl 0 ie t-occupied Ed -I -;erman
No formed p ~ aL treaty h ,lS, J.~ yel, b ~ n
si gned w ith erma" by th A ll ied pm e r~ .
Th Bonn reg im I ~ r ally o n ly J proviSion
al g . ve rnment et up, not p rimaril y to k p
th e Ru s ie. n~ out, but to k ep th ) - rman
i n bond ge to the We t. Th C run dg '>t:' tz
(or Bel . It LJW of the Fede ra l R p u bl ic ) w a·
hand d to Konrad A I · nauer in 194 b
General Clay. The GermL1 n ~ n ver voted
tor il or had clflything to Jy about It. n of
the chi ef archite<...ts uf the Cruncige t:' l L w as
Dr. Nahum Goldman, the high m u
ty
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Black Pilgrim
Last june, the director of education at
historic Plimoth Plantation, one Richard
Ehrlich (jerry Rubin was right, they really
are everywhere) plopped a black man
down among the "Iiving Pilgrims" in their
reconstructed village. In August, it was an
nounced that a "blackamoor" named
Abraham Pearce had probably been
among the second wave of Pilgrim settlers.
Peter Schrag's prophecy in The Decline
of the WASP -- that we will soon be uncov
ering all sorts of new American history in
volving blacks and Indians, Jews and Latins
and Asians -- came one step closerto fu Ifi 11
ment. School children who never heard of
Miles Standish or Cotton Mather will now
get fanciful drawings of Abe Pearce in their
classrooms -- right alongside Crispus At
tucks and Benjamin Banneker.

A few years ago there were only two
century-old WASP journals of opinion ex
tant in this country. One was the Atlantic
Monthly, which was bought in 1980 by
Mort Zuckerman, a Boston quick-buck art
ist At last report AtlantIC was running Hol
ocaust and Watergate-type articles and
could hardly be distinguished from all the
other liberal-minority hate sheets that litter
the newsstands and library magazine
racks. Harpers was expected to go down
the same Via Dolorosa -- Zuckerman types
were bidding hot and heavy for it -- but at
the last minute the "conservative" Mac
Arthur Foundation stepped in and bought
it. Since the magazine has continued to
lose money, editor Lewis Lapham, a WASP
socialite with an original and independent
turn of mind, has now been given the gate.
Michael Kinsley, senior editor of the New
Repubftc, was hired to take over.
We don't know too much about Kinsley,
except that anyone who was a senior editor
of the most Zionist, most minority racist,
most anti-Semitic (in the sense that Arabs
are Semites) Journal in America (owned
and operated by millionaire ex-Harvard
professor Marti n Peretz, who affects black
shirts and gold pendants) is not likely to
add much of a conservative or Majority
tone to the last of the once great WASP
magazines.
Why did the MacArthur Foundation
choose a truckler to Zionism to head up
Harper\1 How did the foundation, which
is living off d $225 million legacy from the
late John MacArthur, a Majority member
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and proud of it, like the Ford and so many
other foundations funded by the Majority
rich fall so quickly into liberal hands?
When the foundation first started operating
in 1979, it was all Majority. Today, two
years later, its board of directors includes
such scientific and liberal luminaries as
Jonas Salk, Murray Cell-Mann and jerome
Wiesner. Another newly appointed direc
tor is Edward H. Levi, former attorney gen
eral and onetime Stalin booster.
The composition of the MacArthur
Foundation's board is probably the best
explanation for the choice of a literary
goon like Michael Kinsley to run Harper's.
It also explains why the foundation recent
ly awarded its first huge financial grants
(from $160,000 to $ 192,000) to two jews
and one Negro none of them born in the
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While the hostages rotted in Iran, ABC
began offering a nightly update of their
status which later evolved into "ABC News
Nightline." Host Ted Koppel, who reminds
many of the gap-toothed mascot of Mad
magazine known as Alfred E. Neuman,
never fails to put pointed questions to the
South
African
diplomats,
corporate
spokesmen and Moral Majoritarians who
appear on his show. But when Koppel
spoke with Ole Miss's james Meredith on
the September 11 broadcast memorializ
ing Roy Wilkins, he listened respectfully
while his guest brazenly alleged among
other things -- that educational opportuni-

ties are "almost nil" for 90lfe of black
Americans. Never mind that a Harvard
study found nearly a decade ago that the
nation's black schools are funded fully as
well as the white ones. Actually, Meredith
spoke so incoherently and gave such abun
dant indications of having an IQ in the 85
to 90 range that Koppel may actually have
felt unable to formulate a challenge that
Meredith could grasp.
Competing for viewers in the 11 :30 time
slot is NBC's "Tonight" show. One night
recently, the host was David Steinberg, di
rector of the new movie "Paternity," in
which guest Burt Reynolds had starred. The
two were kidding around about forming a
screen company called "Coy-Jew Produc
tions," when Reynolds, mixing innocence
with sarcasm, quipped: "It's good to have
another Jewish director. It's just what we
need." He continued, "It's amazing how
many directors and producers there are
that are Jewish." NBC bleeped the word
"Jewish" both times, which left Reynolds
looking like an idiot to everyone but lip
readers. Lest we forget, NBC did not bleep
the advice that Richard Pryor gave the liT 0
night" show's Negro viewers in 1979:
If you wdnt to do anything, it you're
black dnd still here in America, get d gun
dnd go to South Africa and kill some
white people, and then you'll probably
goto jdil again, but you'll bedoingsome
thing besides robbing old ladies.

Following Ted Koppel on ABC once a
week is a "Saturday Night Live" spinoff
called "Fridays." One recent spoof fea
tured Moral Majority members as a bunch
of totalitarian racists. The most popular
part of their magic act was the "disappear
ing Negro trick." Like National Lampoon
magazine, ABC knows that nothing sells
like the last taboo.

Book Bind

Ted Koppel

The Library of Congress may be the
world's greatest book repository, but that is
small comfort when rampant improper
placement in the book stacks
coupled
with pervasive erroneous filing in the card
trays
makes it Impossible to unite the
patron with his quarry. Affirmative Action
requires that the percentage of black em
ployees at the "LC." approximately reflect
their representation in the greater Wash
ington population. Since nearly all of the
highly paid experts atthe library are neces
sarily white, it follows that nearly ali of the
filers and book handlers must be black.
Consequently, nearly every card tray in the
reference room is studded with grosteque
failures at alphabetizing.
There are a few consolations, however.

The urinals have not been stolen from the
walls. Snipers do not regularly fire at one
another on the street outside. Gangs with
names like the Insane Unknowns do not
hang out in the lobby and scare everyone
off. Windows are not smashed, chocolate
is not smeared around the entrance, voo
dooism and sodomy are not practiced in
back corners. All of these things may hap
pen someday -- because they are already
happening in the once great Chicago pub
lic library system.
"Just like going to church, remember?
The most dangerous person there was
some little old lady who came along and
said 'shhh' when you whispered too loud."
Larry McFarland, the assistant security di
rector of the Chicago system, was recalling
the "good old days" -- which were not so
long ago. "Looks like those days are gone
forever," he sighs. Now many Chicago li
brarians feel more like policemen, and as
sertiveness-training workshops are in de
mand. The budget is too tight for the secur
ity guards needed, so "panic buttons" are
being installed. Most ominously, the new
intimidation has spread to the libraries in
"nice, middle-class neighborhoods."

Monumental
Hypocrisy
On September 15, the House of Repre
sentatives voted 386 to 16 in favor of erect
ing a Martin Luther King, Jr., statue or bust
in the Capitol. As expected, few of the
black-vote-conscious Southern congress
men dared to oppose the measure. If King's
birthday is made a federal holiday, he will
join the company of Jesus Christ, since Co
lumbus Day does not honor a birth date
and Washington's birthday is now official
ly "All Presidents Day."
A King birthday bill recently passed the
California Senate despite blatant minority
racist infighting. When signed by Governor
Brown, it will close all public schools each
January 15 and also require civil rights ob
servances on the preceding or following
day. The measure almost failed when His
panic senators began using it to bargain for
additional brown power. Alex Garcia re
fused to vote until he knew exactly what
black legislators were planning to give his
people in return.
California Senate President Pro Tem Da
vid Roberti said the bill recognized "the
special relationship between the United
States of America and the descendants of
slaves." Since the "special relationship"
between the federal government and Israel
has long been officially acknowledged,
dare we hope that the "specialness" of the
people who created this nation will even
tually be recognized?

*

*

Pancho Villa's greatest contribution to
America was to murder 20 people during
his raid on Columbus, New Mexico, in
March 1916. (He was even harder on his
own countrymen.) So what was the re
sponse of Arizona Governor Bruce Babbitt
when the Mexican government presented
the city of Tucson with a 14-foot-tall, five
ton statue of Villa? He accepted the statue,
calling the general "one of Mexico's great
revolutionary heroes."

As the minority statues go up, the Major
ity ones come down. The famous Liberty
Monument in New Orleans was preserved
by an eleventh-hour white citizens' initia
tive, but the city's black mayor had its anti
carpetbagger message covered over with a
slab of granite. It formerly read: UNITED
STATES TROOPS TOOK OVER THE
STATE GOVERNMENT AND REINSTAT
ED THE USURPERS BUT THE NATIONAL
ELECTION NOVEMBER 1876 RECOG
NIZED WHITE SUPREMACY IN THE
SOUTH AND GAVE US OUR STATE. (We
recognize the date 1954 as a turning point,
but how many know about 1876?)
A magnificent equestrian statue of Na
than Bedford Forrest, the Confederate gen
eral regarded by many as perhaps the
greatest cavalry tactician of all time, may
be endangered in Memphis. Forrest was a
self-taught mathematician, railroad presi
dent, city alderman and planter, but he was
also centrally involved in the formation of
the original Kyklos (Greek for "circle")
Klan. Forrest Avenue in Atlanta has already
been renamed Ralph McGill Boulevard in
honor of the Atlanta Constitution's scala
wag editor. Forrest State Park in Tennessee
may be the next target.
All across Dixie, Confederate flags are
being hauled down in courtrooms and
other public places, Confederate memor
ials are being spray-painted by blacks and
removed to obscure locations. Until re
cently, the attacks were concentrated in
border states like Maryland and in black
administered big cities. In tune with the
anti-Dixie crescendo, the governor of Ala
bama, Fob James, has proposed the aboli
tion of three holidays: Confederate Me
morial Day and the birthdays of Robert E.
Lee and Jefferson Davis.

Facing the Music
I n October 1981, 33 years after the
founding of the state of Israel, Israelis were
exposed to a public performance of Wag
nerian music. At the end of a concert of the
Israeli Philharmonic, conductor Zubm
Mehta, after warning the audience, "so

ZUbifl ,\1ehtJ

those who did not want to hear could
leave," launched into a rendition of the
prologue to Tristan and Isolde. Many of the
audience left. Many remained and con
taminated some of the world's most sub
lime music with boos, jeers and catcalls.
For his pains, Mehta, an Asian Indian and a
longtime aficionado of Israel, was called a
Nazi.
The action was quite befitting a suppos
edly culture-loving, but essentially a cul
ture-hating people. The problem, how
ever, is that the same people outside of
Israel have been carrying on the same war
against Wagner for more than a hundred
years: The chief casualties of this war have
been Western non-Jews whose opera
houses and orchestras have often been for
bidden to perform not only Wagner, but
Richard Strauss, Franz Lehar, Carl Orff and
various other non-Jewish musical geniuses
who have offended Jewish racists. Those
who monopolize the interpretation of our
music -- music they could never have com
posed themselves -- treat the works of our
great composers as if they were cans of
food needing the kosher seal of approval.

*

*

Pierre LaCotte IS a ballet master at the
Paris Opera who refuses to cast nonwhite
dancers in the Romantic ballets ofthe nine
teenth century. This is as it should be, but
LaCotte can expect a lot of trouble in the
years ahead if he sticks by his principles.
The Boston Ballet was accused of racism
by its leading black dancer last summer,
even though he had danced the lead role in
3 J of 43 opportunities last season. The
company conceded that it had agreed to
perform LaCotte's version of "La Sylph ide"
in the fall of 1980 without knowing that
nonwhites would be barred. Word about
LaCotte is bound to get around quickly,
and he may soon be working a lot less.
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Unfair Play
Imagine the world'e, response if every
four \-'ears an ail-Nordic OlympIcs was
held ,n the longtime Odinlst centerol Upp
sala, Sweden. You cannot Imagine It! -- the
human Imagination has Impassable limits.
Yet every four years there an ail-Jewish
Olympiad In lerue,alem. Ordinarily the
Mdccab'dh Games -- at which Israel, the
U.~ and South Africa are the three peren
nial superpowers
receive a certain
amount of publicity In America. This year
was ~()mewhat different The games took
at about the same time that organ
ILed world opinion was frothing over the
tour Of ~outh Africa'" (Integrated) national
rugby team It ~Imply would not do to show
(all-white) South African athletes parading
before admiring throngs In one part oi the
world, With not d murmur of protest, while
the I r cou ntrymen were provoking bloody
riots In another
New Zealand Ie, a non-violent country
where many people "have never ,>een a
police officer with a nightstick In hie, belt."
That make~ their reaction to the Spring
boks' 16-game tour all the more extraordi
nary. On the opening date at Gisborne,
on the
demonstrators strewed broken
plaYing field aJld threatened a pOison gas
attack. In Chri~tchurch, where the iootbal
lers had to be smuggled onto the grounds
before dawn, 6,00() demonstrators chant
ed, "Don't play rugby with a faSCist state!"
dnd clashed with police. Nearly hali the
ndtion\ officers had to be deployed. In
Hamilton. WO protestors burst through a
fence, Invaded the field, linked arms and
refused to budge, as 26,000 rugby ians
outSide threatened to stage a counter riot.
The game was finally cancelled because d
protestor I n a stolen plane threatened to
crash into the grandstand.
Worse than these shenanigans was the
falling out between New Zealand and Aus
tralia, which have every reason to be the
closest nations in the world. Australia
closed its airports to the Springboks, forc
Ing them to fly via the U.S.
The British Commonwealth finance
ministers' conference scheduled for Auck
land In September was relocated to the
Bahamas following a Third World protest.
New Zealand's prime minister, Robert
Muldoon, lought back by putting the hu
man rights records of black African nations
on the agenda at an October meeting of
Commonwealth heads of state in Mel
bourne.
vVhen the Springbok tour moved on to
the U.S., It was forced Into secrecy. Games
were played at unlikely hours in the un
likely settings of Racine, Wisconsin, and
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Albany and Schenectady, New York. (The
Original ~chedule called for Chicago, New
York City and Rochester.) Clashes were
aVOided dt the matches, but two related
bombings wrought havoc. In one blast, the
Eastern Rugby Union offices In Albany got
off lightly while an adJdcent bUlldmg suf
fered 550,000 In damdge:,. Three days lat
er, the Evansville (Indiana) Rugby club,
which had sought a game, had its head
quarter,> destroyed.
The spineless U.~. House of Representa
tive'> voted 200 to 1<18 m favor of a resolu
tion condemnmg the Springboks' tour, but
reqUired a two-third~ vote. New
York
Hugh Cdrey Initially for
bade the matches In his state (apmg New
York City's mayor, Edward Koch). a move
which James J. Kilpatrick called "d wretch
ed monument to the ascendancy of lick
spittle politics In our nation." Federalludge
Howard G Munson overruled Carey.
The U.s. Olympl( Committee did every
thl ng In its power to stop the tour. Black
,-\tricd may boycott the 1984 Olympics in
Lo~ Angeles, Just as it boycotted the 1976
gamee, in tv10ntreal (also because of South
African rugbYJ. That would be fine. Again,
it may get the gdmes moved out of America
-- not so fine.
The whole episode proved once again
that all racisms are not equal. lews, who
,He a ma lor part of the South Alrican sys
tem, are welcomed as heroes by other
Jews. White South Africans are welcomed
by other whites as devils. John Reason of
the London Time~, who covered the tou r In
New Zealand, asked liberals there how
they could "possibly equate the concept of
I\-iaon sport with anything other than undi
luted racialism." The Springboks, he ob
served, had one nonwhite on their team,
"and would have 20 more if they were
good enough," but no white New Zea
lander could ever hope to play on the na
tlemal Maori team.
Medal totals for the 11th Maccabiah
Game'>: Israel 177 (59 gold), U.S. 162 (73
gold), South Africa 36, Cdnada 29, Austra
lia 23, Great Britain and Argentina 18
each, France 17, Brazil 1J, Sweden 12,
Mexico dnd Holland 9 each, West Ger
many and Italy 3 each, Finland, New Zea
land and Austria 1 each, 18 other cou ntries
wonO.

Bad Seed
When the 1960s dawned in Portland,
Oregon, newspaper racks there retained

the honor system. When the decade
closed, COinS were needed to open their
latches. At that time, most German papers
had
sti II trusted thei r buyers, although
gone up In Munich: "Please Pay. If You
Don't Pay, It's ThefL" By the mid-1970s,
expensive new
were essential
for combatting petty theft in Frankfurt and
elsewhere. But, to this day. bus and tram
operators all across Europe "make
change" for riders, something now un
known In the "exact fare only" United
States.
A SOCiologist wanting to make himself
useful could do no better than to compile
records of exactly where and when such
indicators of public morality have flipped
from a trusting to an untrustlng position. He
would not want to overlook the case of the
American Seed Company. For more than
60 years, ItS advertisements In juvenile
publications told boys and girls that they
could make money and win prizes by
pedd ling seeds door to door. As long as
most of the kids returned two-thirds of their
money, the scheme worked.
The last profitable year was 1975. Then
delinquency soared to a rate of 35';(, forc
ing the company to fold last summer. Presi
dent David M. Hackett said, "maybe it was
Watergate" that brought the change. But
he admitted that his company had tried to
"weed out" inner-city zip codes from its
direct-mail list. We suspect that American
Seed was profiting from states like North
Dakota to the bitter end. The problem is
that relatively few people live in states like
North Dakota, and the company's survival
demanded economies of scale.
Two years ago, a frantic Hackett began
requiring parents to cosign order forms.
This taught him that most outlaw offspring
are chips off of crooked blocks. Every
morning's mail was full of letters reading:
"You're a big company; you don't need the
money, and you're only trying to cheat my
child."
If Hackett seeks a real explanation he
shou Id look at his company's hometown.
Historic Lancaster, Pennsylvania, popula
tion 55,000, is the most German small city
in the United States, but even its cor~
neighborhoods are now going Hispanic.
And nothing like the American Seed Com
pany ever took root anywhere in Latin
America.

Economic
Reductionism
The conventional wisdom is that the Cal
ifornia property tax-cut initiative (Proposi
tion 13) stimulated the state economy,
brought an upsurge in consumer spending,
increased sales tax revenues and kept infla

tion down. But conventional wisdom is
blind to the very close connection that ex
ists between illegal immigration rates in the
Southwest and economic health. Only the
onset of the Great Depression in the 1930s
prevented large sections of the region from
going permanently Mexican. Nearly a mil
lion prolific Mexicans were forced home
trom what was then a relatively sparsely
populated territory. It may take another
Great Depression to bailout white Amer
Ica again. Obviously, this is no long-term
solution to white survival, but, no less obvi
ously, Proposition I J is a Pyrrhic victory
for conservative Californians if it brings in
more aliens and indirectly drives whites
out of the state.
Western civi Iization and its creators are
caught up In a total struggle for survival, of
which economics IS only one derivative
part. ThiS total struggle is becoming the
only subject worth writing about. But
America is the country where a president
(Cal Coolidge) once said, "The man who
budds a factory builds a temple," and
where books with titles like Toward d The
ology of the Corporation (by Michael No
vak) are taken very seriously. Unless we
can shake this misplaced emphasis, the
youngest part of Western civilization may
be the iirst to die.

Leeching Parson
Plenty of white folks would love to live
with four cars and eight children In a ram
bling, ten-room house In a plush Chicago
suburb, dOing their bit to help a dying race
get back on its feet. But they can only afford
one car and two children, so they watch
sadly as other races sweep past them in the
demographic derby. The reason those
other races are sweeping past is that a lot
fewer of their members are handicapped
(under the present system) by moral con
cept'> like "being able to afford" some
thing.
The Reverend Roland Gray, who lives
the prol itic Iiie alluded to, is a case in poi nt.
He has made a second career out of suck
Ing the life Juices from the "helpless giants"
whIch are America':, white Institutions,
and regurgitating them into the mouths of
hIS black brood. He bilked, or perhaps
milked, $4 LOOO from the Illinois Depart
ment of Publ ic Aid, 522,000 from the So
Cial Security Administration, and $85,400
In dubIOUS insurance payments.
The ..,tate of Illinois put Mr..,. Gray on
probation on condition that she repay the
543,000. She hasn't repaid a cent. They let
Rev. Gray go after one month when he
asked for a chance to change his guilty
pled. He used the ensuing 15 months to
rearrange hiS assets 50 that the state will
have trouble getting at them. Hi.., house

was signed over to a close friend, while
another house, an apartment building and
the four cars went to his church. Mean
while, he and wifey, contending that
"love-offerings" from hiS congregation
would not support his family, went a
leeching on the welfare agencies again.

Who Will
The Jews Choose?
America's political parties have begun to
polarize along racial lines. In the last four
years, the Democrats' edge with white vot
ers has shrunk from nearly 2-to-l to almost
even. But the Republican upsurge has been
nonexistent among blacks: from 79r in
1977 to 89r in 1979 and 1981. One ques
tion is: which way will the Jews go? As in
South Africa, they seem to be going against
the white trend.
A su rvey made by the American Jewish
Congress of 2,500 Jews leaving polling
booths last November 4 found only 7.49r
to be Republicans and 59.29r~ Democrats-
extraordinarily close to the black figures.
Furthermore, only 149r of Jews called
themselves "conservative," a label that
299r of blacks were happy with in an 1981
/\lew York Times poll.
Apparently, the rightward wave sweep
ing across America has affected Jews only
by forcing them away from blatant leftism.
A recent poll of Jewish students made by
the American Jewish Committee found
only I. 9S'{ calling themselves "left," way
down from 8.99r in 1969.
Jews allover the Western world are be
coming "moderate liberals" -- and with
good reason. Nearly all of their radical
goals have been realized. The system
which is now so firmly in place will gradu
ally wipe out most or all of the white race
unless it is overturned. There is little left for
organized Jewry to do but sit back and
watch the global Northern European com
munity slowly (or not so slowly) self
destruct.

Equal Time
For Conflict
Poland's Lech Walesa, although he
didn't get it, was being seriously consid
ered for the Nobel Peace Prize. No award
could be less appropriate. Walesa richly
deserves a Nobel Conflict Prize -- and this
is no put-down of his achievement.
Life requires a yin and a yang, love and
hate, an active and a passive principle.
Even people who dislike the Bible have
trouble fau Iting Ecclesiastes when it cham
pions "a time for every purpose under

heaven."
The real opposition is never between
peace and confl iet, but between construc
tive peace and conflict, on the one hand,
and destructive peace and conflict on the
other. When peace becomes too pervasive
it destroys life. No less destructive is the
repressed conflict which finally overcomes
enforced peace and runs wild.
The Soviets have inflicted a dangerous
peace upon an overly vast realm. Walesa
and Solidarity, facing incredible odds,
have tried to introduce and maintain a con
trolled, responsible kind of conilcit. What
America needs is its own Lech Walesa, a
man able to cautiously undermine the false
and destructive peace now prevailing
among incompatible racial groups.

TV Tragicomedy
An English proverb has it that "Many a
true word is spoken in jest." Last June, an
outstanding juggler juggled on the Dick
Cavett show and then quipped: "I came
from a town in California that was de
scribed as 'too white to live.' " The audi
ence's hesitant laugh suggested uncertain
ty as to Michael Davis's intentions with this
remark. The episode reminded us of the
late Washington Star's editorial description
of New Zealand as "preternaturally [i.e.,
unnaturally] white." No humor was in
tended there.
You know you're really in bad shape
when they start calling you "preternatu
ral."

Businessmen
Defamed
The Media Institute IS a privately funded
research group in Washington which mon
itored 200 episodes of 50 separate TV se
ries between December 1979 and April
1980 to determine how bUSinessmen were
portrayed. Its findings were aptly titled
"Crooks, Con men dnd Clowns." The small
bU..,lnessman came off the worst. The little
guy who bdttle~ the odds was usually
shown as a SOCIal climber, a buffoon and a
fool. Big businessmen, especially corpo
rate heads, were less pervaSively depicted
as criminals.
The findings of the Media Institute help
to expldJrl another survey. In a study 01
American values commissioned by the
Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance Com
pany, the public wa.., osked which occupa
tions it admired most. Clergymen came
iirst, admired by 56'4, followed by teach
ers at 21 (4, scientists (l(V/() and Idwyers
( 14(/(). BusJrlessmen came below soldiers
dnd journalists, with only 4(;. Dead last
were government officials at Flc .
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ered Sutter with drinks and articles of furniture. The police
Sutter Lang is not a closet racist - indeed, Sutter has never
arrived and Sutter, after being suitably drubbed with night
been closeted on any question
but always outspoken, in
sticks, was led off to his usual hospital. But with his remark
the most ingenuous and alarming fashion. "Get rid of all of
able constitution, he was out in a few days, heavily ban
them," he says of the minorities. "Murder, rape, deportation
daged but cheerfu I. "It was worth it to see those two repu 1
use their own weapons on them. Nothing can be too bad
sive freaks jumping around," he said with satisfaction. liThe
for them."
only thing I regret is that a couple of the cops were definitely
Sutter is fearless, and airs these opinions anywhere and
whites."
everywhere, in the street as well as in such private homes
These are only two incidents from an endless catalog, but
and clubs as are still open to him. This complete disregard
they sound the general theme. Sutter realizes that he is
for discretion naturally leads to trouble. Sutter is imposing
playing a losing hand. "I know I should be underground,"
and can deal with most opponents - including large blacks
he says, "waiting for the revolution, or whatever. But when
singly, but even he can't cope with the gang assaults
the bugle blows, when the nonwhite flaunts his damnable
which seem to be the inevitable resu It of his public remarks.
insolence, when the old blood comes to heat, when the red
Like the Prince des Boscenos in Anatole France's Penguin
comes into the eyes, I can't wait. I have to act." He exempts
Island, another large and outspoken defender of conserva
certain American Indians from his otherwise tot21 rejection
tive values, he always seems to be on his way to the hospital
of minorities, and has paraphrased Jim Thorpe's request
or just returned from it.
inside the football huddle ("Let the old Indian run") to cover
In addition to gang beatings, he has also been wounded in
his own addiction to combat ("Let the old Viking fight").
very odd ways. By a woman's handbag, for instance, wield
Sutter and I are friends of long standing, and have no
ed by a gigantic lesbian in the men's room at the St. Regis.
problems. He does not involve me in his battles ("If I have to
"Don't ask me what she was doing there," Sutter said after
act while you're around, pretend you don't know me"), and
wards. "I did, and the next thing I knew, metal corners on
I don't bore him with what he calls, without a trace of irony,
that bag were tearing my face open. I finally gave her a little
the larger view. He refuses to theorize about race and the
water treatment - she must have inhaled a couple of gal
future. "All I know is action," he says regretfully, "and the
lons before she gave up - but I still feel I was the loser. After
most meaningless kind, to boot. But that's the way I am and
all, I had to have 58 stitches and she was hardly marked. I'd
it's too late to change now." Ifhe wonders why he is alone in
say her extraction was indeterminate, but definitely non
his passion for action, he does not mention it. He is not a
Nordic. But indeterminate or not, she must have weighed
two-fifty.' ,
complainer.
Sutter and I were flying to Chicago when we met the Iowa
He is naturally compulsive, as demonstrated in the fa
farmer. I was on a business trip and Sutter, who rarely has
mous incident outside the Racquet Club. Sutter no longer
anything to do, came along for the ride.
belonged, of course, having been expelled for insulting one
Even before we were ai rborne, the man across the aisle
of the most prominent Greek members. But when he saw
from Sutter spoke to him. "I usually fly coach," he said, "but
two Hasidic Jews loitering near the entrance on Park
he
it's full on this flight so I had to change into ... up here. My
just happened to be walking by - his rage was such that he
name's Art Swanson."
forgot his expulsion, and attacked the unattractive interlop
"I'm Sutter Lang," Sutter said, shaking hands across the
ers in righteous fury. In the scuffle one of them bit him,
aisle with great affability. Art Swanson seemed Nordic,
which enraged him further ("Who knows what frightful
plain-spoken, modest, rural ... just the sort of vanishing
diseases they carry?"), and after pummeling them unmerci
American Sutter idealized. Almost as large as Sutter, and just
fully he tied them together by their sidelocks. The melee
as fair, he had none of Sutter's latent combativeness. He
attracted members out onto the balcony above, and they
seemed, on the contrary, quite placid, and I knew Sutter
were so dismayed at this treatment of Jews that they show
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wou Id assume that such placidity arose from inner decency
and gentleness, just those attributes he believes himself to
lack so conspicuously. Like any knight-errant, Sutter is chiv
alrous as well as warlike, and as naturally kind and generous
to the pure in heart as he is resistant to those he considers
impure. Indeed, in the best tradition of chivalry, he battles
the impure not so much to settle a personal score as to make
the world safe for the decent and gentle, who by definition
are not able to defend themselves.
This dedication to knight-errantry has led Sutter into some
grotesque errors
defending expensive tarts he thought
were ladies in distress, con men of all classes he thought
were honest victims, and so on - but that is the occupa
tional risk of knight-errantry, as documented in all its histo
ries, culminating in the total confusion of Don Quixote's
world. Unlike Quixote, Sutter is not always misled; but like
the Spanish knight, even when he is misled, he still seems
closer to truth than those who never dare act from virtuous
impulses.
"Where are you headed for, Art?" he asked, carefully
shifting into Art's vernacular - knights do not make others
uncomfortable by talking down to them - and Art replied,
"To Iowa, to a little town you never heard of."
To me, Art already seemed falsely modest in the best
American tradition, but Sutter was aglow with faith and said,
"Try me."
"It's just north of Davenport. It's ... aw, you never heard
of it."
"Try me."
"Eldridge?"
"I've been through it!" Sutter said. "It's not far from
Walcott and Dixon."
"I'll be darned," Art said, "you're right." His eyes - blue,
small, set deep in the solid, meaty wedges of his face
opened up a bit. "What were you doi ng there?"
"Going duckhunting, up on the Mississippi."
His credibility established, Sutter asked for and received
copious details of Art's life. He was a farmer on the large
scale
over a thousand acres of choice Iowa land, much
machinery, the whole spread worth not less than seven
million dollars, of which more than six million was unen
cumbered equity. He had a wife, Clara, and four grown
children: Art Jr., Sally, Tom and Ingrid. "Ingrid is younger
than the others, and we knew she was our last child, so we
decided to give her an Old Country name, seeing that both
Clara and me are nearly all Scandinavian background ...."
"Blood," Sutter said.
"What?" Art demonstrated perplexity.
"Blood," Sutter repeated. "You said origin, but that's
really environmental. You mean your heredity, your genes,
your blood, your race."
"I didn't know Americans had races," Art said, giving his
voice that very special hint of regretful reproach which good
Americans reserve for such statements. This hint is so often
underplayed that it is hardly detectable, butthatonly adds to
its power. It is a warning - in the quietest, but therefore in
the deadliest fashion
that foreign ideologies are not wel
come here. This is America - clean, open, democratic, a

man's word is his bond, the melting pot, I don't care what
color a man's skin is as long as he can do the work, and so
forth. Race is foreign - leading step by step to lunatic
dictators and gas chambers. But most important, America is
an equity of six million in your own farm, and race is poverty
and lost wars.
Ordinarily, Sutter would have exploded into his own
version of racial enlightenment at this point, not caring for
the consequences. But he was trapped in chivalry and re
strained himself, although not without at least to me - an
obvious effort.
"Even here we have different racial strains," he said brief
ly, and before Art could comment on that he asked him if he
had been in New York on business.
"No," Art said, and then paused as effectively as any
professional actor before going on. "It was a ... personal
matter."
"I see," Sutter said sympathetically.
After much of this gamesmanship, Art finally got to the
point. His daughter Sally, who had been studying art in New
York, had been tortured and killed. It was a particularly
gruesome case
her apartment, which she shared with
another girl - had been turned into a bloodspattered night
mare, with parts of her poor dismembered body scattered
through it.
"Did they find the killer?" Sutter asked, barely able to
contain himself.
Instead of answering that question, Art, ever deep in the
American grain and observant of all American protocol,
launched into an aside. "I told you I had four children, and
that was right as to how many were born. But I was wrong
when I gave you their names as though they were all still
alive. I should have said: Art Junior, Tom and Ingrid, and
Sally, who is deceased." He would not have the record
distorted; he would not tell a lie. Profoundly dishonest at
bottom, he had to proclaim probity at every turn.
liThe killer," Sutter persisted, "did they catch him?"
Tremendous histrionic pause from Art. Then finally, "Yes,
they did."
More coyness as Sutter pried the details out of him. The
murderer, one Paulie Peters, was black, twenty-six, the
owner of an extensive record, and evidently unrepentant.
"He doesn't care what he did to her. Paulie doesn't care
what he does to anyone." Art was dispassionate; from his
tone one wou Id not have guessed that Pau Iie had done
anything to Art.
"How do you know that?" Sutter asked.
"He told me."
"He told you?!" Sutter was aghast. "How?"
"I went to see him in jaiL"
"My God!"
Art paid no attention to Sutter's consternation. "I wanted
to find out if she had provoked him." A powerfully pregnant
pause, but Sutter was speechless, so Art had to go ahead on
his own. "It wasn't like I didn't know him. When Sally was at
the university - in Iowa City - she knew Paulie's brother,
so when shewentto New York, she met Paulie, and they did
... well, they lived together off and on. I never met him, but
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I knew his brother - that was Cal, he was some basketball
player, I knew him that way. So when I went to the jail, I
asked Paulie if it was a little spat that had got out of hand,
something where he lost his head? But he said no, she had
always been very nice to him and that he was justthe way he
was, that is, rotten to the core. I was glad, for his sake, that he
knew about himself. He hadn't reached the point of turning
to Christ for forgiveness, but I wouldn't be surprised if it
doesn't come to that."
I could tell that Sutter now found the story so appalling
that he could no longer absorb the details. In desperation he
clung to Art's evasion of the direct act. "Didn't you want to
kill him?"
Art looked at him quietly and then summoned all his
reserves of quiet, sea-to-shining-sea strength: "Of course
not."
"But he killed your daughter. He tortured her and killed
her and dismembered her. Aren't you human?"
If Nancy Mitford had been present she would have said,
"Do admit," at that moment to Art, but if he could have
admitted he would have been human.
"I am a Christian," Art said with splendidly false dignity.
"It is not my place to judge sinners. That is God's right 
and, on this earth, the right of our legal system. That is what
we have a legal system for. That is ...."
"I can't stand it!" Sutter cried out, Galahad finally giving
way to Odin. "You had this nigger who killed your daugher
right in your hands and you didn't kill him!"
The entire compartment was suddenly silent. Even the
stewardesses froze in their tracks.
More bogus dignity from Art. Plus a sizable dollop of
bogus regret for Sutter. "I have never met a 'nigger' in my
life," he intoned. "I have met blacks, but never a 'nigger.' "
A stern, quasi-Nordic head appeared above the seat in
front of me. "That lunatic should be silenced," he hissed. He
was so excited a tease seemed mandatory.
"He has to get home to cut the wheat," I said. "He has a
lot on his mind."
The mouth wobbled a bit. "I don't mean the man across
the aisle. I mean the racist sitting next to you."
"He can't be a racist," I said. "He's seven-thirteenths
black. It's partially recessive, but if you look closely it's
obvious. When he says 'nigger' it's not different than Rich
ard Pryor or Larry Holmes saying it. Haven't you noticed
how many blacks use the word about other blacks?"
The color had drained from his face and pure murder
shone in his eyes. He was so furious that "You think you're
pretty smart!" was all he could come up with.
"Not really," I said. "It's more likely that you're unusually
unperceptive - after all, you missed seeing the black genes
in this fellow."
He was speechless, locked in the ultimate Zugzwang of
apoplectic rage. His contorted face sank slowly down and
out of view.
Art and Sutter, still locked in dialectical combat, had
heard nothing of this exchange. Art continued to madden
Sutter with his Billy Graham pieties, and Sutter continued to
question Art's manliness in regard to his dead daughter,
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holding back nothing in the way of racial epithets regarding
blacks and other minorities. The compartment had recov
ered from its paralysis and was buzzing with fury. I noted a
stewardess slipping into the cockpit and assumed Sutter
would soon have a visit from the captain. But physical
violence wou Id probably have been avoided had not a
wonderfully integrated jew taken it upon himself to disci
pline Sutter.
This Jew came from the rear of the compartment and took
charge as soon as he arrived. Laying his hand on Sutter's
shoulder, he said, "Don't you think it's time you break this
racist drivel off?"
He was obviously Jewish, but in a wholly Americanized
way. Not a trace of the ghetto was left in his tall, powerful
frame and face, not a suggestion of whine or fawn or Dias
pora. Th is was a completely arrived, completely self-confi
dent Jew. Firm racists claim that Jews, with chameleon
cunning, can become more perfect national prototypes than
the natives among whom they live - that before World War
II, for instance, some German jews were more German than
the Germans
and certainly this Jew was a p~rfect Ameri
can, a definitive American, a model against which all other
Americans could be judged. He was the new Jew, the Arthur
Miller, William Safire Jew, the big, shaggy contemporary
jew who now defines America to Americans, who explains
the ideals of the founding fathers to people whose ancestors
did the founding, and has them agreeing with his right to do
so and his accuracy on points which have always perplexed
them. This particular specimen probably had a large infu
sion of non-jewish blood, but his habit of command did not
depend on that; it really came from h is knowledge that he
was a top Jew in a country ruled by Jews. He was the new
John Wayne, and in manner he bore a startling resemblance
to that archetype. His rebuke to Sutter was pure John Wayne
in choice of words, rhythm, succinctness, pity (for one who
didn't understand the American way), implied threat (if this
doesn't stop, I'm going to have to work you over), and
ostentatious mental health and oneness with the universe
(John Wayne always gave the impression, when ruffians
demanded chastisement, of a Jove called away from some
innocent and awesomely healthful pleasure to which he
wou Id soon return
in addition to their other depredations,
the ruffians would have to answer for disturbing the god's
fun).
This Jew may have been a false John Wayne, but his
imposture was so impressive that he would have prevailed
against all but the most pure-hearted racists. Sutter was just
that pu re-hearted, however, and when he felt the hand on
his shoulder and looked up into a Jewish face, his purity took
over. He had been bewildered, hurt and frustrated by Art
because he could not, after committing himself to knight
errantry, swing on a fellow Nordic. But a Jew - no matter
how masterly his disguise
was another matter. And a Jew
who portended to his own mantle - that of the chevalier
righting wrongs
was altogether intolerable.
Without a moment's hesitation he swung his elbow in a
short, vicious arc and its point caught the Jew in the groin.
He immediately doubled over in pain and Sutter was out of

his seat and on him, bellowing, "Let the old Viking fight!" A
hard left broke the Jew's nose with a remarkably audible
crack, and blood poured from it. The sight of Jewish blood
wiped out any remaining traces of modern man, and Sutter
was now truly Thor incarnate, battering the enemy into jelly
in religious ecstasy.
The compartment, preponderantly non-Jewish, watched
the annihilation of its champion in stunned silence. When
the Jewish John Wayne god-hero had accosted Sutter, it had
breathed a sigh of relief. Sanity had prevailed, and the
god-hero would put the villain down. The villain's triumph
was as traumatic as if John Wayne had been thrashed by
Adolf Hitler in hand-to-hand combat in front of the Wailing
Wall. All values were inversed, the world had gone mad.
Sutter's back was to the captain when the latter finally
made his entrance from the cockpit, and he was able to club
Sutter into unconsciousness with only two swings of what
appeared to be a couple of feet of heavy pipe.
While crew members hauled Sutter back to his seat and
handcuffed him securely, I went forward to speak to the
captain.
"You can't come in here," he said as I stepped into the
cockpit, but he relented after I mentioned a close friendship
with the airline's chairman of the board and he verified it by
radio.
"I wanted to make sure you understand how that fight
started," I told him.
"I think I understand already," he said grimly. "That Lang
assaulted the other fellow. Beat him half to death. I'm going
to call the tower at O'Hare and have the police waiting for
Lang. I hope he gets a prison sentence."
"But he didn't start it," I said. "He was acting in self
defense. The other fellow ... what's his name, anyhow?"
He consulted the passenger manifest. "Klaman. Thomas
Klaman."
"This Klaman insulted Lang - with a racial slur. I heard
it."
"But everyone tells me Lang was making all the racial
slurs, shouting them at that man across the aisle."
"That was all in fun. Lang is Jewish and you know how
they are about making racial jokes. Just high spirits."
He stared at me in disbelief, and I kept going. "When
Klaman came up, he called Lang a kike. That's what started
all the trouble."
"And you heard him say that?"
"Yes. "
"No one else did."
"They weren't as close as I was. And perhaps they didn't
want to. You know how prejudiced people are."
"But ...."
"Why would Klaman have called Lang a kike unless he
wanted to start trouble?"
"Well, I don't know," he said slowly.
"What wou Id you do if you were Jewish and someone
said something like that to you?"
'iOh, I'd fight. You'd have to."
"That's what Lang did."
"But Lang doesn't look Jewish," he burst out.
He had made a grave tactical error there, and he knew it

immediately. He was already waving his hands in surrender
when I said, with bogus regret that even Art would not have
found unprofessional, "And just how does a Jew look?"
All right," he said, "there's no such thing as a Jewish
look. But I ...."
"If Lang is arrested in Chicago, you're going to have every
Jew in the country raising hell
mostly about you and this
airline. How do you think your employers are going to feel
about that?"
He was silent for a moment. Then he said, "I see what you
mean."
We soon agreed that the police would be waiting for
Klaman rather than for Sutter.
When I got back to my seat, Sutter was snoring peacefully,
the Viking at rest after glorious battle.
As soon as I sat down, the head of the quasi-Nordic
appeared over the seat-back. He stuck out his tongue and
held it out as he slowly sank back out of sight.
From across the aisle, Art jerked his thumb at Sutter and
said with pious satisfaction, "And he thought he was so
superior to Paulie Peters."
"I think you have that just a bit wrong," I said. "It's Paulie
Peters who thinks he's so superior to you."
The solid wedges around his eyes contracted a bit, butthe
big body still seemed entirely relaxed. He started into some
homily, "Well, in some ways ... ," but I interrupted him.
IiPaulie knew from the start that you're so gutless he could
do anything to Sally. And he was right. So he really is
su perior to you."
Art didn't say anything now, but watched me carefully.
"What's ruined you, Art, is that six million dollar equity.
You're afraid that if you cracked down on Paulie
on any
Paulie - you'd lose it. Putting up with the Paulies is the
price you think you have to pay for the farm. And you're
right, because if you ever did crack down on them they'd
fight back and there would be civil war and economic chaos
and a terrible decline in equities. From that standpoint,
you've made the right decision. As long as you can stand
looking at the dead Sallies, there's no problem."
His face didn't change, and his body didn't move, but at
that moment the real Art, the non-human Art, moved up
from the depths and was made manifest. The non-human Art
emanated from the husk of the false Art in all its immobile
but terrifying thingness. It was a thingness which meant to
kill, too, and it could kill if one allowed it to, as Sally had.
I should have had profound thoughts about such horror
made manifest
a stranger and more compelling appari
tion than any fictional invention, past or present
but all
that came to mind was Nancy Mitford. This one's for you,
Nancy, I said to myself - it did admit.
Ii

Howler of the Month
Despite all claims to the contrary, there are no differences in
brain size or shape between classes, sexes or races that are not the
simple consequence of different body size, nor is there any corre
lation at all between brain size and intellectual accomplishments.

R.C Lewontill, Hdrvdrd schoolmdll
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John Nobull

Notes from the Sceptred Isle
The royal wedding was all the rage, and my friends agree
that Lady Diana is a Good Thing. I actually find her beauti
ful. It must in fact be admitted that she is a great deal more
attractive as a woman than her husband is as a man -
although he is fit, versatile and by no means dim.
One picture of the royal wedding which I shall treasure is
that of the bride's and groom's parents on the balcony at
Buckingham Palace. The royal family were much as ever -
they have had plenty of practice in front of the
cameras -- though the Queen has never looked so
pleased. The bride's mother, Mrs. Shand-Kydd,
looked like a well-groomed, well-bred cat that has
just swallowed the canary, but the bride's father,
Lord Spencer, looked as if the whole business thor
oughly sickened him. It is a treat to come across
people who don't immediately act up to the cam
era. I congratulate Lord Spencer, who doubtless
loves his daughter, but doesn't think it necessary to
put on an act.
On the Continent, a woman's magazine has
bought a photograph from one of Lady Diana's
"best friends." It shows her in a chalet in Switzer
land, holding a flimsy bra and dressed in a towel.
For good measure, the French publishers have tint
ed her face red, leaving her back and shoulders
snow-white. As any student of the female will be
aware, a blush confined to the face is quite impos
sible.

*

*

*

Before the threshold of Jove's starry court
My mansion is, where those immortal shapes
Of pure, aerial spirits live inspher'd
In regions mild of calm and serene air,
Above the smoke and stir of this dim spot
Which men call earth, and with low-though ted
care,
Confin'd and pester'd in this pinfold here
Strive to keep up a frail and feverish being . ...

Greetings from the edge of the Milky Way! I have been
studying the inhabitants of planet Earth, and in particular
some curious creatures called conservatives. It seems that
they aspire to return to the happy state of affairs described by
Thorstein Veblen at the beginning of this century, and they
regard me as more than somewhat eccentric when I tell
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them that, as a real conservative, I would advise them to
return to the Palaeolithic age and start allover again.
Why not, after all? The Upper Palaeolithic was the last
fu lIy evolutionary phase in the story of man. Since then
evolutionary momentum has only been maintained, for
short periods of time, by the growth of classes resulting from
the division of labour. In the UP period, tribal groups of
around fifty, the optimum size for rapid genetic differentia
tion, adapted themselves to changes in the natural
environment. In Europe, at any rate, we know that
their brains were on average bigger than ours, and
quite as well endowed with frontal lobes. They
were tall, too, and well muscled. Their representa
tional art has never been surpassed, and it seems
from their musical instruments that they were cap
able of producing rich and varied music. What is
more, they had a sense of humor, attested by nu
merous cartoons on the walls of caves (see Coon,
The Origin of Races). Their ingenious hunting tact
ics were also represented on the walls of their
caves, besides which they inscribed many symbols,
which probably had verbal significance. Their ar
tifacts were both beautiful and useful (William Mor
ris wou Id have been proud of them), and their flint
flaking techniques, accomplished with the aid of
reindeer horn, enabled them to make a wide variety
of tools and other implements.
They did not maintain dependents, because the
storage of food did not become general until the
succeeding Neolithic period. Not until the advent
of agriculture in the Neolithic did it become possi
ble to domesticate large numbers of men as well as
animals. No, our UP ancestors did their own hunt
ing, fishing and flint-flaking, while their women did
the gathering, cooking, child-rearing and prepara
tion of skins. They were not tempted to leave their
destiny in the hands of slaves, but related directly to
Nature, who is usually generous to those who put
their trust in her.
I am not suggesting that lifeduringthe Palaeolith
ic was perfect. The sudden appearance of a large bear, from
the recesses of a cave, bad-tempered and hungry after a long
hibernation, must have been disconcerting; and we know
from a cave picture in Italy, which decency forbids me to
describe, that our UP ancestors were not always kind to each
other. Also, some of their artists were in the habit of mutilat
ing themselves by cutting out their middle fingers. But we

have no reason to suppose that UP man was a beetle
browed Alpine who dragged his women about by the hair
and hit them over the head with a club. In fact, as G.K.
Chesterton pointed out, they may have treated their women
with exquisite courtesy, for all we know. It was certainly in
their interest to promote and cherish them. As for the cave
man of the comic strips, he may be a vestige of Neanderthal
man, who was in the habit of consuming his own dead, and
was on an altogether lower evolutionary level.
Does this mean that I reject all the achievements of civili
sation? Not at all. But the products of civilisation are only
significant insofar as they enable us to recapture some of that
first, fine, careless rapture. Does it really matter that UP man
lived no more than forty-odd years on average? Was his life
not much, much more intense than ours? And are not many
of our cultural activities, even reading, a matter of shutting
out the boredom which supervenes underoverdomesticated
conditions? Are twenty-odd years of "education," followed
by forty-odd years in a "career" and twenty-odd years in a
geriatric ward sufficient to justify a longer life? What is
education but a process of indoctrination justifying things as
they are and dedicated to making them even more so? What
is a middle-class career but a mediator's way of parasiting
the system? Doctors devote themselves to enabling the prop
agation of the unfit, disregarding the preventive and curative
medicine which is their sale justification for existing. Law
yers manipulate technicalities and batten on their unfortu
nate clients or else on the state. Teachers promote the poi
sonous doctrines of egalitarianism, and do their best to
frustrate any genuine spirit of inquiry. Bureaucrats penalise
the productive in order to provide first for themselves and
then for unproductive minorities. Ministers of religion do
their best to radicalise and welfarise both the coloured mi
norities and the Third World. Politicians serve the interests
of those who control the media. Businessmen sell products
which they wou Id not dream of using themselves, and justify
their use of inferior materials, additives or lying advertise
ments on the grounds that the benefits of mass production
must be spread as widely as possible. All have an angle
which benefits themselves first and foremost, but is justified
by its allegedly idealistic aims. A plague on all their houses!
I wish them joy of their bad digestions, their backaches, their
pi les and their hal itosis.
The traditional aristocracies, however, provided their
own justification for existing -- enlightened self-interest. All
the great parks in European cities, and most of the fine
buildings, stand as monuments to the justifiable selfishness
of kings and noblemen. They patronised most of the great
artists and writers. They led the armies into war. They acted
as arbiters of fashion and taste. And what characterises the
true aristocrat? Precisely that he is more at home among
animals than most people. Throughout history, with unfail
ing regularity, aristocracies have created nature reserves and
protected them with Draconian laws. The very word "para
dise" comes from an Old Persian word meaning a hunting
park. What could be more perfectly UP? And what could be
more archetypal than those fallow deer melting into the light
and shade under the great oak trees?

The stately homes of England, how beautiful they stand,
To show the upper classes have still the upper hand.
Oh, if it were only true! just take a look at the remaining
great properties, and reflect how many subsidised council
houses, carparks, filling stations and shopping centres might
have been built in their place. I am reminded of a picture in
Punch, dating from the time when it was still a humorous
magazine. A fete is taking place on the grounds of a large
country house, and a parlour socialist is proclaiming, "After
the Revolution, all these grounds will be divided up to make
food for the masses." H is hostess merely remarks, "My dear,
too Nebuchadnezzar!"
There is a long tradition of washing in my family and my
critics have often brought to my attention the unhygenic
conditions so often associated with primitive living. But we
have no reason to suppose that our UP ancestors were dirty.
In fact, they wore a minimum of clothing, which means that
they had less opportunity to become dirty. Recently, some
earnest young people tried to recreate the conditions of an
Iron Age farm in the West Country. They wore plenty of
modern clothing, however, and in due course came to stink
like badgers. Yet we know that the Celts, whose way of life
they were supposed to be emulating, made a positive fetish
of cleanliness, and used to go into battle quite naked. Why
should we suppose that our UP ancestors were any less
concerned with cleanliness? I see the Roman baths, and
modern plumbing, as attempts to regain conditions of clean
liness otherwise impossible under crowded conditions. Be
sides, most of us have an instinct for cleanliness, especially
those of us who are least dependent on the system, and any
instinct argues selective breeding over a long period of time.
If there is one thing which may save the British upper
classes, it is their love of discomfort. Country houses are
notoriously too uncomfortable for middle-class people
without extensive renovation. Central heating and air condi
tioning are the concern of comfy persons for whom natural
conditions are too severe. Recently, I was doing no harm to
anyone, standing in a pub, eating my modest lunch, when a
Central European came along and asked how I could eat
standing when there were so many seats vacant. I could
hardly tell him that I prefer to have conversation at only one
meal a day, and with selected people at that. But a German
friend of mind, who had spent twenty-seven years in En
gland, broke in to say, "You see, he is English. He confuses
discomfort with virtue.tI
I am not against the genuine achievements of the modern
age, even the purely technological ones. I delight in gadgets.
and my distaste for frozen food is not so much a dislike of
freezing, as such (I am convinced that feeling cold and
feeling virtuous also have a lot in common), as of the prac
tice of slowly freezing food -- a process which ensures the
elimination of all vitamins, and indeed all taste. I put ice in
my fruit juice, like any Texan, and I think that quick-frozen
vegetables are to be encouraged. My point is that no tech
nological advance should ever be considered essential in
our daily lives. Whenever I feel that I am becoming too
dependent on something or other, I do without it for a time.
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If we lose the ability to survive in the same way as our UP
ancestors, then all is lost. We become mere cattle, like the
dependent minorities in our great cities, and the position is
in no way changed by occasional outbursts of insane rage.
Let us by all means reach for the stars and strive for a distant
future order, but at the same time let us retain those instincts

which make us fully men. One is not possible without the
other.
A final question. Have you ever seen a predator that was
bored? Sleepy, yes, bored, no. But put a predator in a cage,
and it suffers from all the mental ills of urbanised man.

Father Machree

From the OuId Sod

tralia. A few others, including Charles Gav
who tried to wreck America and never did
As expected, the Brits lost their attempt
a damn thing in his life for old Erin is sud
an Duffy, broke from the movement and
to extradite nationalist Dessie Macklin
denly made into a hero in the fight to free
escaped prosecution, but left Ireland. In the
from the u.s. to North Ireland.... A num
Ireland. The Irish go for the deal, and Abbie
case of Duffy, he emigrated to Australia in
ber of British flags have been removed from
makes some dollars writing an anti-Brit
1856. In a little more than a year he be
business establishments in New York due
piece on his Irish experiences which con
came minister of public works of the state
to Irish-American pressure.... British
of Victoria and by 1871 he was Victoria's
tains about as much truth as Roots or The
news publications and other literature
prime minister. In 1877-80, after he had
Diary of Anne Frank. If this kind of non
have been exempted from the Irish-Ameri
been knighted, Sir Charles was speaker of
can boycott of Brit goods and services be
sense continues to come out of the Irish
the Victoria house of assembly. Not bad for
cause some of the Irish Americans protest
People, the name of the publication should
a thick Mick, eh Limey?
ed that this smacked of Irish censorship and
be changed to Irish Fairy tales. To put it
bluntly, we Irish have enough real heroes
Among Duffy's compatriots in the Young
would encourage the Irish to be less truth
Ireland movement who suffered involun
without having to believe the lies of a su
ful in their propaganda .... The Writings of
preme phony like Abbie Hoffman.
tary transportation were Thomas Francis
Bobby Sands and a record entitled "The
Meagher, Richard Q'Gorman, Thomas
Ballad of Bobby Sands" are both selling
*
*
*
well in America .... A new booklet, Ten
D'Arcy McGee and John Mitchel. Thomas
Meagher made his way to the U.s., where
Years of Deceit, is also selling well in the
Because of the royal wedding of Prince
he joined the Union Army and rose to the
u.S.... There are over 100,000 unem
Charles and a number of other equally
rank of Brigadier General. After the war of
ployed in North Ireland, a rate of 17.6%
mundane items, the visit of Professor Eiji
secession he became governor of Mon
.... Senator Moynihan continues to prod
Kobayashi (a leading Japanese economist)
tana. Richard Gorman also made his way
Reagan to interfere in North Ireland, and
was generally ignored by the British news
to the land of the free and distinguished
Reagan (fortunately for North Ireland) con
media. Prior to his British visit, he toured
himself as a judge of the Superior Court of
tinues to ignore him.... The London Sun
India where he said bluntly that Japan
New York. Thomas D'Arcy McGee took up
day Times has called for an end to British
owed much of its economic strength and
residence in Canada. Within a few years he
rule in North Ireland.... The tenth Irish
prosperity to its racial homogeneity. It is
was elected to the Canadian Parliament.
hunger striker -- perhaps the last for some
unfortunate that this wise professor's re
From 1864 to the time of his death, he
time -- has given up the ghost. ... As the
marks have not been widely read and
served as Canada's minister of agriculture.
British economy continues to worsen, the
heeded in the West. But sane words appear
John Mitchel, after escaping from his en
Brits in the streets and even in their homes
to be about the last thing that the Reagans
forced exi Ie in Van Diemen'sland to Amer
feel the ever hotter breath of the Afros and
and Thatchers wish to hear. To expect the
ica, sided with the Confederacy during the
mud people. In other words, all is secun
cuckoos in the Western news media to ac
dum naturam.
Civil War. His son was an active and suc
tually report any real sanity is asking too
cessful New York politician. His grandson,
much.
*
*
*
John P. Mitchel, was mayor of New York
*
*
*
City during World War I. Not bad for a
The August 29 issue of the Irish People
bunch of Paddys, what?
contains a sickly letter of support from Ab
An Engl ish reader recently stated that the
Another successful Irishman was Henry
bie Hoffman. To hear Abbie tell it, he went
calibre ofthe Irishmen who left Ireland and
Ford, the son of William Ford, a Cork man
on a two-week hunger strike in behalf of us
settled elsewhere leaves much to be de
who emigrated to the u.s. during the po
fine folks and lost 20 pounds. Then, and
sired. He states the Irish Celts have always
tato famine of 1847. Then, of course, there
agai n to hear Abbie tell it, he visited the
been "thick" and have the intelligence of
were John Barry, one of the fathers of the
Quid Sod in person 10 years ago and slap
the Negroes. History hardly supports this
u.S. Navy, and John Philip Holland, who
ped a British soldier who was hitting a wee
libel. Take the case of a handful of zealots
invented
the first truly workable subma
lad with a rifle butt. This is the very type of
that were the core of the Young Ireland
rine. Jaysus, I could go on forever ....
thing I spoke of in an earlier column con
movement. Most were sentenced to death
cerning a possible deal between Irishmen
around 1848, but the sentence was com
and Hebrews. A clownish drug pusher
muted to involuntary transportation to Aus
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Thin Times Ahead?
From the start Instauration has been an
experimental magazine. It could hardly
have been anything else. For years it had
only one full-time writer (unpaid), one typ
ist (unpaid), a few faithful contributors and
columnists (unpaid), and a part-time mail
clerk and envelope stuffer (paid). Some
months ago, when the work load became
more crushing than ever for our skeleton
and increasingly skeletonized crew, we
hired a part-time writer and actually began
to pay for a few articles.
Instauration was launched in December
1975 with 20 pages. Our September 1981
issue had 40 pages, and all issues from
January 1981 to the present have had 36
pages. The September 1981 Instauration
had a four-color cover. Recent issues have
sported four or five photographs bought
from news services and some drawings
(both paid and unpaid) from Instauration
ists who happen to be artists.
Although all this sounds very promising,
it is not a Horatio Alger story. The spiraling
costs of paper, typesetting, printing, gra
ph ics and postage have for the first time put
Instauration seriously in the red. In an at
tempt to climb back into the black, we
raised the regular subscription price, be
ginning with the November issue, from
$15 to $25, students from $10to $15. We
added a small paragraph to our renewal
notices explaining our financial plight and
asking resubscribers to sweeten their $25
renewal with a little donation. As expect
ed, the price hike lost us about one-third of
the subscribers due for renewal. Of those
who did renew, only a few included more
than $25 with their sub.
Since our S.O.s. and our higher sub
scription price did not solve our problem, it
looks like we will have to sharply reduce
the size of the magazine, cut out the photos
and drawings, use cheaper paper, fire our
part-time writer and let Instauration once
again become a one-man operation.
The only trouble with this solution is that
the "one man" is getting tired. He is by no
means "written out," but he has reached
the point where he will need more help
than offered by our columnists who work
for free and by the occasional article sub
mitted by Instaurationists who don't attach
a bill for their labors.
So unless there is a sudden upward surge
in December renewals and unless we get
some immediate cash on the line from In
staurationists reading these words, it looks
as if Instauration may soon become more
of a newsletter than a magazine. Howard
Allen, which is also in the book business,
can no longer afford to subsidize a publica

tion that is losing almost $2,000 a month.
As stated previously, Instauration is an
experimental magazine. It was never
meant to convert anyone to the Majority
cause; it comes on much too strong. The
Dispossessed Majority and other Howard
Allen books convert. Instauration widens
and deepens the knowledge of converts, so
they will not only remain converted, but
use their broadened understanding and vi
sion to make their own converts. Instaura
lion also serves as a forum for the exchange
of creative ideas, some of which have
never been advanced elsewhere, and of
fers budding Majority writers a chance to
see their works in print. The magazine oc
casionally contains some writing that ranks
as bonafide literature.
The thinning of Instauration, if our sub
scribers let us down, will not be a total loss.
The mere existence in the last six years of a
semi-professional pro-Majority monthly is
an optimistic sign. Subscribers on six conti
nents have told us there is no other maga
zine like it in the world. It may well serve as
the model for the truly successful Majority
magazine of the future -- one that will not
only be better written, better staffed and
better researched, but better financed.
Whatever happens, there is no reason for
Instaurationists to tear their hair or gnash
their teeth. The editor has always insisted
that we are decades away from any effec
tive resistance to the liberal-minority on
slaught. All of us have to suffer, really suf
fer, before we wi II be ready to take any
effective steps to stop the collapse of our
race and civilization. Sacrifice, whether
physical or financial, can hardly be expect
ed from a full-stomached race, some of
whose members pay up to $370 a year for
subscriptions to financial tip sheets.
In closing, we repeat that if we get
enough help we will continue Instauration
in the style to which its readers have be
come accustomed. If we get a lot of help,
we wi II even improve the magazine. If we
don't get enough, Instauration will go on a
crash editorial diet and shed a lot of pages.
Sometimes diets are dangerous. To keep
Instauration whole, hearty and weighty,
please send a check to Howard Allen En
terprises, Inc. The address is P.O. Box 76,
Cape Canaveral, FL 32920.

Topicality
Instauration all too frequently misses the
bus on breaking news stories. Unfortunate
ly, we only have a country typesetter and a
country printer. Neither has ever been
known to set any world records for turning
out this magazine, though it must be admit

ted that the finished product is not too un
acceptable. We do have one very impor
tant plus, however -- a group of devoted
subscribers who mail us extremely interest
ing clippings from domestic and foreign
newspapers and magazines.
The Instauration publishing schedule
mandates that nearly two months must
elapse between the first writing of the in
spired word and the distribution of the
printed word. This is why in reporting the
unspeakable Mr. Braman's appointment as
head of the Immigration and Naturaliza
tion Service in the October issue, we said it
was being held up, which it was at that
moment. But by the time Instauration was
in the mail, the appointment had become
official (the Senate should, but won't disap
prove). It's almost beyond belief that an
AWACS-hating liberal Jew, who wel
comed and praised last year's invasion of
120,000 Cubans in his own home state of
Florida, would be made the head of the
agency that is supposed to enforce the na
tion's immigration laws. But such an out
rageous travesty of the presidential ap
pointment power is common in these god
forsaken times and in this god-forsaken
country.
We also wrote in the October issue that
the prosecution or rather persecution of
some presumptive American Nazis for
"conspiring" to detonate some bombs that
only existed in the BATF informer's imagi
nation in Greenville, North Carolina, had
ended in a mistrial. This was true. But by
the time Instauration had reached most
subscribers, a second trial had started and
ended. This time three of the defendants
were sentenced to five years in jail, plus a
$10,000 fine each.
We were right in both these stories as far
as they had developed at the time of writ
ing. But they appeared so late that it
seemed we had twisted the news.
it doesn't do much good to apologize for
this untimeliness because our thin-gruel
publishing set-up guarantees we will re
peat the same sorry performance in the
future.
When it takes two months of preparation
to get out an issue of Instauration, there is
no way, considering our meager resources,
to beat the news or even keep abreast of the
news. However, we believe we have a bet
ter record than most magazines in predict
ing the news. For example, Instauration
(Jan. 1976, p. 18) wrote after one of Kissin
ger's visits to Egypt, "Sadat now has some
dollars to show for his collaboration, some
of which he will have to expend on addi
tional security men so he can stay alive." In
the January 1979 issue (p. 6), following a
discussion of the diplomatic machinations
that led to Camp David, are these words:
"Sadat's peace is a separate peace, a sell
out of the Arab cause, an open invitation to
assassination ...."
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#

Not more than 1% of the popu lation of
Iceland attends church on Sunday.

#
Henry Rabin of Skokie, Illinois, got 467
parking tickets over a period of two and a
half years and did not pay for a single one
of them. He was handed the 468th person
ally by the police, who then arrested him.

#
29.3 million Americans are classified as
poor
32.5% of all blacks, 25.79( of all
Hispanics and 109c of all whites.

#

u.s.

32<7r of the Bank of California is owned
by Baron Edmund de Rothschild.

In 1979 the three privately owned
companies with the biggest estimated an
nual sales (excluding private financial firms
like Morgan Stanley and Lazard Freres)
were Cargill, grain merchants ($12.7 bil
lion), Mocatta Metals ($12 billion) and
Continental Grain ($7.8 billion). The two
latter firms are Jewish-owned.

In the first SIX months of 1981 there were
262,345 filings for bankruptcy in the U.s.
compared to 216,745 for the first half of
1980.

#

#

Seven of the 10 American cities with the
largest number of blacks lost residents in
1970-80, although the black population in
eight of these cities increased. The blackest
cities in the U.S. all begin with "East" -
East S1. Louis (95.69c Negro), East Cleve
land, Ohio (86.5%). East Orange, New Jer
sey (83.5';'().

Menahem Begin has visited the White
House 11 times since 1977.

#

#
The Girl Scout calendar for 1982 lists 14
Christian holidays, 21 Jewish holidays.

#

Reinhard Buchner in the Journal of His

torical Review (Fall 1981) has figured a

#

maximum of 861,120 bodies cou Id have
been cremated in the so-called Nazi death
camps
but only if the crematoria had
worked 24 hours a day for five years.

In 1979 the per capita income of the
Swiss was $15,006, Danes $12,925,
Swedes $ 12,4 19. Americans ranked ninth.

#

#

The Cathol ic percentages of the popu la
tion of Eastern European countries are: Po
land 94.1 %, Czechoslovakia 71.6%; Hun
gary 60.8%; Yugoslavia 31.7%; Albania
10%; East Germany 7.6%; Romania 5.9%;
Bulgaria 0.7%; Soviet Union 1-2%.

Last year the U.S. government gave Jew
ish agencies $25 million to settle Soviet
Jews in Israel and $15 million ($1,000 per
head) to relocate Soviet Jews in other coun
tries, principally the U.s.

47,000 federal bureaucrats (civil ser
vants) are paid more than $50,000 a year.

#

#

In 1950 the U.s. allocated 55% of its
budget to defense; in 1980 approximately
25%.

A used-car dealer who operates out of
Bangkok, Thailand, was arrested at the San
Francisco airport as he tried to board a
plane for Hong Kong. He had $831,165.35
in cash in his suitcase.

In the Atlanta mayoral race, Andrew
Young collected almost $365,000 -- in
cluding half a grand from Jimmy the Tooth
and a grand from Ham Jordan. Young's
rival in the runoff was Jewish businessman
Sidney Marcus, whose campaign chest to
talled $543,000. Even before the runoff,
which Young won, it was obvious that the
Gateway to the South is not likely to have a
another Majority mayor until the South
rises again. As a matter of fact, Atlanta's last
Majority mayor was the renegade WASP
Ivan Allen, who was succeeded by Sam
Massell in 1970. Massell, who just hap
pens to be Jewish,was overthrown four
years later by blue-eyed mulatto Maynard
jackson, who will turn the reins of power
over to Young in January.

you, you screw me and it all works out
together" Not surprisingly, and quite un
derstandably, he has been applauded on
TV talk shows, advanced $100,000 on his

book, and still receives a $3,000 monthly
retainer from the FBI. He is Abscamer MEL
VIN WEINBERG, 56, who boasts of a life of
crime with only one arrest. The next stop
may be a movie, with the title, "Only in
America," suggested as a fitting tribute to
the recent demise of ex-con HARRY
GOLDEN.

#
714 prisoners are being held in death
rows of prisons in 30 states. Two-fifth of the
condemned are blacks; 8 are women.

#
#
Only 100 butlers remain in service in
Britain.

Beginning Dec. 1, taxpayers can deduct
up to $1,500 for the expenses of adopting a
handicapped child, a child over 6 or a
minority child.

#
#
The average cost of a new home in
jonestown-by-the-Bay is $133,900; in
Pittsburgh $59,000. After San Francisco,
Los Angeles is the second most expensive
place to go house-hunting.

The 276 children who perished in the
Jonestown massacre were mu rdered, be
cause a child cannot legally commit sui
cide. 36 of these children were taken to
Guyana illegally, some of them dragged
onto Pan American planes with their hands
tied.

#

#

He calls himself a "swindler, cheat, im
poster, charlatan, mountebank, conjuror,
rogue, rascal, ringer, knave, sharper and
deceiver." His code of ethics is "I screw
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ALEX HALEY is the noted black scribbler
who swore under oath that he never read
the copy of The African which author Har
old Courlander handed him in 1971, al
though enti re paragraphs of the book
turned up in Roots five years later. KUNTA
KINTE was his putative ancestor who al
legedly landed in Annapolis in 1767.
HARRY R. HUGHES is the governor of
Maryland who installed a bronze plaque
honoring Kunta last September which "sig
nifies the resolve of this state and this na
tion to resist and reject those who, through
their senseless crossburnings and temple
desecrations, would cast us back into [al
dark chapter of history." But we don't
know the name of the individual who took
such strong exception to the characteriza
tion of George Washington's era as "a dark
chapter" that he stole the plaque only days
later.

ROBERT F. KENNEDY, JR., whose Un
cle Ted has killed one more person with his
car than all of the nuclear reactors in Amer
ica, told an antinuke rally atthe Hollywood
Bowl, "Personally, I'd like to get the Israeli
Air Force to do the same thing here as they
did in Iraq." Meanwhile, in the northern
part of California, a presidential nephew
named WILLIE CARTER SPANN and his
wife were arrested on burglary charges.

A Parade reader wondered if WILLIAM
GEORGE STERN, whose Wilstar Group
holding company was declared insolvent
in 1974 with debts totaling about $208
million, was the biggest bankrupt in his
tory. America's most widely read maga
zine was as reticent on this particular rec
ord as the second-most-read book, the or
dinarily forthright Cuinness Book of Rec
ords. Instauration's readers, who are better
informed, will recall the case of STANLEY
GOLDBLUM (Dec. 1976, May 1977),
whose $2 billion fraud at Equity Funding
Corporation netted him five years at a
country club prison. BERNIE CORNFElD
(Investors Overseas Service) and JACOB
TIMERMAN sidekick DAVID GRAIVER
(American Bank and Trust Co.) were both
in Stern's class. But the biggest bust of all
may have been that of the Panama Canal
Company a century ago, when stockhold
ers saw their 240 million 1880 dollars dis
appear from the burned record books of
company directors who were almost as
newly "French" as Stern is newly (1957)
American."
II

You may have lead a life of perfect vir
tue, but don a white sheet and you're a
moral criminal at the very least in JIMMY
CARTER'S eyes. But you're O.K. if you had
a regime which liquidated maybe 20 mil
lion people. Catch Jimmy in action in Pe
king: "You're still a hero in my country,"
he told Deputy Party Chairman TENG
HSIAO-PING. "If you had been my run
ning mate, we would have won the elec
tion."

Even liberal reviewers' stomachs are be
ing turned by MICHAEL HARRINGTON'S
latest donation to the American political
forum. In The Next America, the man con
sidered to be a "godfather of the Great
Society" bemoans the disappearance of
the "serious, often joyous, commitment to
antivalues" that characterized Greenwich
Village in his 1949 Bohemian days. He
can't understand why he finds only junkies
and winos there now. His prescription is
more antivalues. Tears of joy still fill his
eyes when he sees a white waitress serving
coffee to a black man in a Southern Holi
day Inn.

Since the American Majority is no longer
permitted to have its own TV shows, even
when they are safely set back in the 1930s,
it was obligatory that "The Waltons" fea
ture all kinds of rabbinical refugees and
undiscovered black geniuses traiRsing
across their backwoodsy homestead. As
"John Boy," RICHARD THOMAS was
supposed to be your all-American "sensi
tive" yokel. He got sensitivity in real life,
too, by marrying a dark Mexican who pre
sented him with a boy that looks every bit
as Indian as Geronimo. Father and son ap
peared in Newsweek recently holding the
family's new triplets. Juan Boy is doing his
best to make "La Reconquista" a reality.

REV. DOUGLAS MOORE is the former
Washington city councilman who severely
bit a white truck driver'S ear some time ago
and finally was sentenced to prison after
refusing a court-ordered psychiatric exam.
He gave a loud, angry tirade at his sentenc
ing:
So why do they want Rev. Douglas
Moore? They wanted him because he is a
nasty nigger ... [because] it took his
people 200 years to produce him, [be
cause] he has been to the best schools
that they have, too, Boston, Yale, Har
vard and the University of Grenoble.

Moore still can't understand why 98% of
the District's prisoners are black when the
city is one-fourth white. Likening him to
Don Quixote, a black Washington Post re
ported said that his was a "peculiarly ro
mantic, heroic brand of 'madness.' " A few
days later, Moore was spru ng.

Librarian of Congress DANIEL BOOR
STIN recently honored MAXINE KUMIN
as America's new National Poetry Consul
tant. The Christian Science Monitor said
her poems "attest an art nearly invisible."
Passing over such Kumin gems as "Sperm"
and "The Jesus Infection," we should but
won't recite from the chorus of "Heaven as
Anus."

Princess Daisy was JUDITH KRANTZ'S
super-publicized bestseller that had every
thing: a 32-year-old woman who seduces
her friend's 14-year-old son; a brother and
sister who carryon like husband and wife;
and lots of good, clean lesbianism. We're
surprised that NBC has taken two years to
convert it into a miniseries.

In 1979, California Governor JERRY
(Lord of the Flies) BROWN appointed
America's first avowedly homosexual
judge. This year, he named the first admit
ted lesbian to the bench. Author GORE
VIDAL, himself allergic to closets, may run
for the U.s. Senate against Brown. He
warns that "if Jerry goes after my sexual
orientation, I have a few things on him that
will curl your hair."

"1 would have killed Gaddafi when I
i nterv iewed him. I wou Id have had the guts
to die killing Gaddafi -- but I didn't." That is
what Italian interviewer ORIANA FAllACI
told her own interrogator in the November
issue of Playboy.

When conservatives targeted Senator

HENRY JACKSON for extinction, his own
more "Iegit" big-money friends staged a
series of fu nd-raisers. The sponsors were
Macy's president ED FINKELSTEIN, Ethan
Allen Furniture boss NAT ANDElL, Salo
mon Brothers' KEN LIPPER and lawyer

MATT LlFFLANDER.
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Canada. The new Toronto may be fu II of
every kind of perverse graffiti, but that
didn't matter to judge Anthony Charlton
when he sentenced two young men to six
months in prison for painting a KKK phone
number on temporary boarding at a con
struction project. "You're not just dealing
with pai nt on a board," he pontificated.
Saul Engel and Benjamin Friedman of
Winnipeg got off a bit easier when they
were paroled after serving just one-sixth of
their four-year sentence for rape and gross
indecency. Earlier, they had fled to Israel
and been extradited. Several official ob
servers expressed amazement at the speed
of parole.
EI Salvador. A brief history lesson: In
1525, the first conquistadores "moved
south from Mexico to claim for the Spanish
crown the land and the Nahua tribes that
inhabited it." The system of imperial feud
alism changed little with independence in
1821, and the only free election in Salva
dorian history, in 1931, was conducted
against the timeless backdrop of a partly
white gentry sipping drinks on the veran
das of their haciendas while the mostly
Indian campesinos trooped home from
their labors in the fields. President Arturo
Arrujo, the vaguely reformist engineer son
of a wealthy landlord, was elected that year
and served nine months before his hard
shell war minister, General Maximiliano
Hernandez Martinez, staged a coup.
Only months later, a mestizo peasant,
Augustin Farabundo Marti, one of Central
America's first genuine Communists, at
tempted a counterrevolt, which fizzled af
ter three days. Because the military men
who have ruled without interruption since
the Hernandez coup have doctored all of
the nation's history books, while left-lean
ing academicians wrote most of the books
printed abroad, it is hard to determine ex
actly where the truth lies -- but it appears
that the Salvadorian ruling class has long
been an exceptionally brutal bunch, and,
in this case, exacted reprisals against Mar
ti's followers at the rate of 100 to 1. Perhaps
10,000 people died in lila Matanza," or
"the butchery" which followed Marti's de
feat.
Events heated up again in 1979 when
the captains staged their coup against the
dictator, General Carlos Humberto Ro
mero. They had been moved to action by
the popular Sandinista revolt in neighbor
ing Nicaragua, which devastated Anasta
sio Somoza's National Guard with appal
ling rapidity. The idea was to appear to be
"moving with the times" by replacing Ro
mero's harsh style while actually retaining
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the substance of military rule.
The captains' coup did not really fool
anyone, and the most savage, chaotic civil
war imaginable has been the result. Here
are some observations on "la Violencia,"
cu lied from Washington Post reporter lor
en jenkins:
Whatever thin veneer of civilization
once existed [here] has been stripped
bare, exposing darker, more complex
and primitive forces at play than those
that so hypnotize the political theorists of
our times.

Some examples:
Bodies turn up regularly with their
heads or limbs severed by a machete, the
traditional weapon of the land that still is
carried by troops in full battle dress.
Other cadavers have been found charred
by a torturer's blowtorch or with their
skin peeled off their faces or with steel
spikes driven through their ears.
For an outsider, even one conditioned
over a decade to the standard savageries
of Asian wars and African rebellions, EI
Salvador is a nightmare beyond compre
hension.
There are no battle lines, no safe sanc
tuaries, no neutral corners. No one is safe
and everyone knows it.
Reading through the names [of vic
timsl carefully over a period of time, it
becomes apparent that it is a special
strata of the society that is clearly getting
the worst of it: the doers, leaders, mana
gers, educated. It is as if a decision had
been made to eliminate the very people
on whom the country's future depends.
U.S. officials ... predict the left
would kill 100,000 people if they ever
won. In almost the same breath, how
ever, these same diplomats admit that
Roberto d'Aubuisson, a former Army
major who is the darling of the reaction
ary right, has openly talked of the need to
kill 200,000 to 300,000 people to restore
peace to EI Salvador.

Many of the hacienda owners have fled
to fortified villas in the capital -- replete
with steel doors, armed guards, armored
Cherokee vans, bulletproof vests and
waistband handguns. Others have moved
on to sumptuous homes in another violent
city, called Miami their capital-in-exile.
There they praise Ronald Reagan to the
heavens for all the wrong reasons and work
to make the Republican party the cham

pion of Salvadorian feudalism. Mean
while, the brown-skinned death squads
(one of them the "White warriors union")
of the expatriate "patriots" go about their
dirty business.
One-fourth of the villagers in Intipuca,
population 5,000, are said to have moved
to Washington, D.C., since 1966, where
they now wait on tables, wash dishes and
keep black kids off the premises. Arthur
jensen says that the IQ deficit of Central
Americans is not nearly so large as that of
blacks -- perhaps insinuating that we
should not be too alarmed by their mass
entry. At the same time, Reagan and Alex
ander Haig, according to the Washington
Post "with a suddenness that has stunned
many in this country ... have defined EI
Salvador's insurgency as a conflict with
global meaning, asserting that Cuban ad
venturism and 'international terrorism'
have created a crisis in America's 'front
yard' that must be confronted."
The Reagan doctrine lays down the line
that we shou Id be much more concerned
about Salvadorians hacking and blow
torching one another by the thousands
about 2,000 miles from Washington (in a
war which isn't a war at all by white stan
dards) than we are about Salvadorians
pouring into the United States. The State
Department's shallow, disinformative
white paper on EI Salvador tarred almost
the entire opposition as "Communist"
when in fact many are mestizo nationalists
who have an abiding hatred for all whites,
including Russians.
The American left says that the United
States should get out of EI Salvador as it
finally got out of Vietnam. If America had
an intelligent right, it would tell the Salva
dorians and Vietnamese to get out of the
United States.

Colombia. A Colombian welfare direc
tor reports that many of his country's
brown males, after imbibing two beers,
"feel they have to seduce a woman and get
her pregnant."
The young white mothers of illegitimate
children in Europe and America have re
cently all but made a cult out of keeping
one's own. Those attempting to pry their
babies loose for adoption are accused of
putting straight-laced social conventions
above the infants' welfare. But in Colom
bia, as in much of the Third World, it is not
unusual for mothers to actually sell their
young.
White nurses in Europe and America
would not dream of telling a mother that
her baby was born dead so that they could
peddle it to the highest bidder. But a lot of
nurses in Colombia have done justthat.
The end result of this will not be the
triumph of the righteous and the downfall
of the wicked, but the very reverse -- a

massive spread of irresponsible Colombian
genes into the white nations.
A Colombian kidnapping and adoption
ring which was uncovered last summer in
volved three juvenile court judges and six
notaries, along with nurses, welfare offi
cials, secretaries, a Colombian consul in
Spain and the president of Ecuador's na
tional children's court. Lawyer Roberto
Vasquez Morales was found to have made
$7 million since he resigned his govern
ment post four years ago and set up the
operation.
The ring smuggled perhaps 600 young
sters out of Colombia, and hundreds more
from Peru and Ecuador. They ended up
scattered in middle-class homes all across
Europe and probably the United States as
well. White couples paid the ring $10,000
to $15,000 for the children of dirt-poor
women and, occasionally, prostitutes.
They could have obtained Colombian chil
dren legally after a two-month waiting pe
riod, but the ring offered them devolution
on a two- to five-day plan.
The eye-opening adoption studies of ge
neticists and psychologists, which always
show adoptees to be much more like their
biological than their adoptive parents, has
never received fair treatment in the Wes
tern media. So the baby importers have no
idea what a monstrous crime they are com
mitting.

Brazil. At an official briefing last summer
following a typical Mossad disinformation
planting outrage, Foreign Ministry spokes
man Bernardo Pericas said his government
might break diplomatic ties with Israel. In
the wake of Israel's June 7 raid on the Iraqi
reactor, a Mossad agent had told at least
two Brazilian reporters that Brazil had se
cretly shipped large quantities of unrefined
uranium to Iraq last February. A Sao Paulo
paper ran the story, producing a national
furor. It was, of course, a total lie started by
an agent in Tel Aviv who told a Brazilian
reporter to attribute it to "members of the
Israeli scientific community."
Britain. An English National Party news
letter (36 Eastgate Street, Stafford) points
out that the 1981 census shows a marked
human drift toward "purely English towns
like Milton Keynes, Redditch, Tamworth
(Staffs.), Wimbourne (Dorset), Forest Heath
(Suffolk), Brackness (Berks.), Huntingdon,
Wrekin (Shropshire), and Halton (Che
shire)." It suggests that party activists con
centrate on newcomers to such locales,
pestering them about why they left the
places they came from.
On a regional scale, there was a move
ment into East Midlands, East Anglia and
the South West, none of which contain
major metropolitan areas and all of which
have been important sources of national

genius (see the works of Havelock Ellis).
The urban centers lost up to one-fourth of
their people in a single decade. For the first
time, race was barred from the census.
The ENP maintains that "all cartoons in
the daily papers depicted rioters as white
'skinheads.' " It volunteers the opinion that
many of the white rioters were Irish who
put their national grudge ahead of their
race. And it very politely, very reasonably
offers them the option of assimilating to
majority values or returning home
the
decision to be made at their leisure, but
positively to be made.

*

*

Black organizations have warned the
British that "What you [saw] in Liverpool is
a sign of things to come," and a parliamen
tary committee on the summer riots has
echoed their threatening words. The all
party committee reported that nonwhites
"have yet to find a sense of identity within
British society" and hence show "under
standable frustration." This finding flies in
the face of those made independently by
immigration foe Enoch Powell and by a
team of social psychologists. Both found
that Engl ish men in the large cities are now
the group most lacking in feelings of identi
ty and security (and consequently showing
a wider range of minor nervous disorders),
that Irishmen are somewhat better off, and
that the militant Third World minorities are
the most self-assured.

*
The London Daily Mirror has revealed
that many of the swastika armbands and
other Nazi souvenirs filling shops come
from a warehouse in Saffron Waldron
owned by a half-Jewish businessman
named Peter Wing. The man who actually
makes the swastikas is an old Polish Jew.
Wing insists that "a lot of Jewish people do
this sort of thing. It's a living."

Germany. Five German women have
been murdered recently by American mili
tary personnel stationed around the small
city of Hanau. In the normally low-crime
agricultural region north oftown, 18 mur
ders were committed during the first seven
months of 1981. Many remain unsolved,
but local residents have strong suspicions
regard i ng the perpetrators.
In historic Bamberg, residents fear to go
out after dark because of robbings, beat
ings and killings by American servicemen
seeking cash for narcotics. One 21-year
old GI received only an eight-year sen
tence for slaying a local woman because
the German judges found him to have the
"deformed personality of a 16-year-old"
and so tried him under juvenile laws!
Part of the American aggression is audi
tory. The constant blare of portable cas

settes and radios playing disco music has
ruined many a quiet stroll along the wind
ing, cobblestoned streets of Ansbach. The
eyes can hardly savor its elegant gardens
and Renaissance churches when the ears
are under assault. An elderly woman in the
town says, "We have to have off-limits
pubs in a small city like this if you want to
have a quiet beer. Look, we have enough
Americans here as it is. Just don't send us
any more blacks."
A dance hall owned in Wurzburg has
banned "foreigners, Gis and coloreds" be
cause "it's a fact of life that they start fights
and deal with drugs." He has the cleanest
club in town, and the community is solidly
behind him.

*

*

Angst von den Amerikanern is not the
only kind of angst in Germany these days.
Twenty-two Zionists are on trial for attack
i ng people at a rally of the National Demo
cratic Party (NDP). An Israeli reporter,
Leon Shackman, was among the accused
until pressure from Israel won his release.
One of the NDP's "crimes" is their oppo
sition to Germany's ongoing racial suicide.
Last year alone, over 300,000 aliens mov
ed to the country legally while the native
German population shrunk by 100,000.
Since nearly all of the aliens are under the
age of 40, it is really as if 600,000 or so
entered legally last year. West Germany
has the world's lowest birthrate, 1.25 chil
dren per couple (and not everyone coup
les). The immigrants' birthrate may be as
much as three times that high. But Chan
cellor Helmut Schmidt maintains there is
nothing to worry about!

Soviet Union. The Great Russian male's
life expectancy had declined strikingly to
60 years -- an unprecedented development
in an industrialized country. Why? Chiefly
alcoholism. But Moslem men in the Soviet
Union drink little if at all -- and one reason
is their strong family cohesion.
• The Communists have cracked down
on Islam just as hard as on Christian Or
thodoxy, but the result has been different.
There are only two centers of Islamic stud
ies in the Soviet Union, and fewer than 100
citizens a year are allowed to make it to
Mecca -- yet many Central Asian party offi
cials remain devout Moslems. This seems
to bolster their health enormously.
• The average white Soviet female has
six abortions in her lifetime and only two
live births. Nonwhite Soviet females are
averse to the practice. This is why more
than one-third of all Uzbeks, Tajiks and
Turkmen live in families with seven or
more members, compared to less than 2%
of all Slavs.
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• There is a certain amount of intermar
riage between white and nonwhite Soviet
citizens, but the impact on the two groups
is utterly different. In many Moslem areas
where the Russians are a large minority of
say JO to 40%, but have only two-child
families, the loss of one child to intermar
riage greatly reduces the white racial pre
sence. But the loss of one child among five
in a typical Islamic family is scarcely felt by
an Asiatic people. The upshot is that in
several large cities in the U.S.S.R., white
faces are fast becoming nonwhite. The
1979 census shows an Uzbek majority in
Tashkent for the first time in modern his
tory .
• Rather than addressing their own peo
ple's profound spiritual needs, the Russian
leadership is out adventuring among other
races in every part of the world. The Mos
lems in the armed forces, who will soon be
one-third of the total, are getting tougher
and sassier, and provoking resentment
among white soldiers, who sense a double
standard of discipline at work. But the
nearly all-Russian officer corps tolerates
the situation because of its great ambitions
in Iran, the Middle East and the Third
World. It's the same old story: imperialism,
yes; domestic consolidation, no.
Poland. Two very interesting public
opinion polls were released in Poland re
cently. On September 30, the Warsaw
dai Iy Zycie Warszawa revealed that 40%
of Poles then believed their country's crisis
would end violently in the nearfuture. This
was up 10% from a similar poll taken a year
earlier. Among those expecting violence,
51 % blamed the Communist party, 12%
blamed Solidarity, and 32% blamed both
sides.
Several weeks earlier, a weekly maga
zine had released poll results showing how
the people rate 15 of the nation's principal
institutions. The Roman Catholic church
won a 94% vote of confidence. Solidarity
came in second with 90%. The police fin
ished next to last with 42%, and the Com
munist party was lowest at 32%. Even this
figure may be deceptive since the poll was
made by a government agency. The Party
received the least support among the
younger age groups (17%) and among skil
led and white-collar workers. Most re
markable was the 90% approval rating giv
en Solidarity by Communist party mem
bers.
Israel. Jews like to think of the Masada
revolt and mass suicide in A.D. 73 as a
glorious chapter in their history, but a
prominent Israeli historian who was once
chief of military intelligence argues in a
new book that it was anything but that. In
Facing Reality, Professor Yehoshafat Har
kabi portrays the episode as lunacy from
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beginning to end, fomented by fanatics
who refused to recognize the power of the
Roman Empire, trusting instead in the god
of their collective euphoria. He sees a clear
lesson for modern Israel, which faces much
the same international dilemma and is di
vided into the same two camps: what Har
kabi calls the "realistic" and "sane" ele
ments versus the modern Zealots, who
"lean back on the Messianic dream of a
mass Jewish immigration to Israel to correct
the [approaching] demographic imbal
ance" between contracepting Jews and
baby-booming Arabs.

In their 1979 book, The Population of
Israel, Dov Friedlander and Calvin Gold
scheider say that the pronatal ity pol icy
adopted by Tel Aviv in 1966 has utterly
failed to promote Jewish fertility. By their
calculations, if Israel annexes the West
Bank and Gaza (as government pol icy calls
for), and the Arabs are not driven out, then
Jews will be a minority of 45% in Israel as
early as 2010. They state that this eventual
ity will never be permitted.

A reminder of the lack of wisdom pre
vailing in America's high executive circles
was provided by former national security
adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski's recent asser
tion that an Israeli-Palestinian entente
cou Id lead to the creation of a new "Swit
zerland of the Middle East." Many Jews are
convinced that even if Jewish-Arab hatred
was miraculously laid to rest, there would
be a subsequent rupture between Israel's
Oriental and European Jews, whose grow
ing enmity has been contained only be
cause of the common external threat. Over
90% of Knesset members are Eastern Euro
pean-born Jews, but three-fourths of young
Israel i Jews are now Orientals. The IQ gap
between the two groups is fully as large as
the one between white and black Ameri
cans, and has not been closed at all since
independence in 1948. This situation,
which has absolutely nothing in common
with Switzerland, is rather a perfect pre
scription for chaos, and shows Brzezinski,
a so-called foreign pol icy expert, to be a
Mideast policy idiot.
Middle East. After Lebanon, Tunisia has
been the Arab country most susceptible to
Western secular influence. But even there
the Moslem zealots have begun raising
Cain. Young people are distributing tape
cassettes made from fiery sermons in Tunis
mosques. The new "radical chic" is Islam
ic, and girls sometimes wear traditional
long gowns and head coverings over their
European dresses and pants suits. LastJune,
some of the "brethren" raided a Club Med
iterranee beach resort where Eu ropeans

prance in bikinis and shorts in front of the
locals. The Club got a thorough trashing
from several hundred young Tunisians,
who called attention to its Zionist connec
tions (the Rothschilds own a sizable hunk
of the shares). The French language is still
valued by the older elite, butthe young and
middle aged are demanding complete
Arabization.
South Africa. Why would a record num
ber of Britons be "desperate" to get out of a
country that is over 90% white and into
one that is only 15% white? In large part
because the former has an anti-white racist
system while the latter has a pro-white ra
cist system. Over 20,000 Britons will mi
grate to South Africa this year, a number
unprecedented since World War II. Inter
views reveal that the migrants could not
care less about South Africa's "image."
The same goes for the 75,000 black ref
ugees from Angola who have flocked into
South West Africa since 1975, and for the
hundreds of thousands of black guest
workers, from as far afield as Malawi, who
Pretoria is now trying to discourage.
Isn't it interesting how, when people
"vote with their feet," they always vote
rightward? A JOO-mile wall is required to
keep East Germans out of the West. But
what if there was a third Germany, which
combined an enlightened economy with
sensible policies on immigration, fertility
and national identity? Why, then there
would have to be a second German wall -
to keep people from fleeing from both East
and West Germany.

Japan. The Wall Street Journal is notori
ous for taking financial sharpies who know
next to nothing about the biosocial under
pinnings of their area of expertise -- and
care even less -- and giving them plum
assignments. Their Tokyo bureau chief,
one Urban C. Lehner, is an excellent case
in point.
Lehner begins a recent contribution to
America's largest-circulation daily news
paper on a shaky footing by observing that,
"For all its prowess in international trade,
Japan still has a long way to go in its efforts
to 'internationalize.' " Why? Because of its
own negative attitudes toward boat peo
ple. Forget the teams of Japanese techni
cians who have scurried across every
Western nation, searching out every item
worth adapting to their distinctive mode of
life; they don't welcome boat people -- so
their future progress IS endangered.
Lehner notes that while most educated
Japanese still pay lip service in public to
"the need for Japan to overcome its tribal
ism," growing numbers now ask privately,
"Why should we change, especially now
when we're succeeding so well in the inter

national economic competition?" Ah, but
Lehner knows better: their attitude is "un
characteristically shortsighted." "japan's
future ability to compete abroad, not to
mention the futu re of the free-trade system
itself, may depend on japan's ability to
make itself understood to foreigners. ja
pan's ingrained habits oftribalism cripple it
in winning that understanding."
Rather than offering a jot of evidence for
this bizarre notion, Lehner proceeds direct
ly to his solution: a massive input of for
eigners, beginning with boat people. "The
tribalist habit certainly has crippled japan
in its dealings with the Indochinese refu
gees." (Please, japan, teach us your secret.)
But things are looking up. In 1979, the
japanese cracked open the door, saying
they would provide homes for "3,000 In
dochinese refugees, totaL" That compares
to a U.S. quota of 14,000 Indochinese per
month.
The trouble now lies in getting any ref
ugees to settle in japan: only a few hundred
guinea pigs can be found. Word of the fate

Reluctant Confessions
"The judgment of History," an article
with some startling admissions about the
Holocaust, appeared in the New States
man (July 17, 1981). The author, Gitta Se
reny, a jewish lady who specializes in anti
German propaganda, makes some interest
ing points which, considering the source,
might better be described as concessions.
The decision of Harvard academicians
not to confront Professor Butz in an open
debate, on the pretext that no one should
take him seriously, may have been a mis
take.
[Tlerrible disservice has been done by
those who have exaggerated, carelessly
misunderstood, or even invented Holo
caust events.
All extermination camps were "totally
destroyed before any Allied armies ar
rived," which means their existence can
only be established by witnesses and
documents.

Sereny seems to intimate that all revi
sionists disregard the killings of Jews by the
Einsatzgruppen in Russia, thereby demon
strating she is not familiar with Butz's The
Hoax of the Twentieth Century, in which
the author discusses this question and
points out the nature of partisan warfare.
Two important issues wh ich Sereny does
not address are the use of torture in Allied
war crimes trials to obtain confessions and

of japan's 700,000 Koreans quickly reach
ed the refugee camps. The Koreans' ances
tors came (or were dragged) early in the
century, and yet, to this day, few can get
good jobs or even obtain citizenship. They
pay taxes, but never qual ify for the national
pension. It is totally out of the question that
any will ever exercise leadership over eth
nic japanese since even those japanese
who have become too personal with for
eigners face intense discrimination as they
reach for society's top rung.
Urban C. Lehner insists that japan can
not afford its homogeneity and its strong
economy too -- one or the other must go.
There is simply no other way that a dull
japanese can keep pace with glowing mul
tiracial success stories like Britain and
Michigan. Still, "it would be unfair to criti
cize the japanese ... too harshly." We
must not be at all "anti-japanese," any
more than we should "defend the u.s."
with its "less than spotless record." After
all, japanese ethnocentrism is no different
from the kinds still practiced in Korea, Chi

the technical impossibilities contained in
so many of the "confessions." She also
omits mentioning the tremendous facilities
of the U.s.S.R. and other Allied nations for
forgi ng documents, faci I ities that were
readily available to the prosecutors of the
Nuremberg trials.

Criminologists' Almanack
The latest contribution to the ongoing
debate on the crime epidemic in general
and the deterrent of punishment in particu
lar is A Habitation of Devils by William L.
Parham, a retired Marine officer. Although
the book superficially appears slightly am
ateurish in printing and format, it contains
a wealth of information on the joys of living
in the great practical joke known as the
multiracial society.
The author starts out with a selection of
examples taken at random from police
blotters around the country. Some of these
sagas are of a horrific, brutal nature. Con
sider:
Charleston, South Carolina, was the
recent scene of a crime of such ghastly
proportions that the most rabid criminal
defenders are hard-pressed to shield its
perpetrators. Negro brothers, Gary and
lewis Davis, allegedly kidnapped 15
year-old Bryan Kevin Johnson, who was
white. Johnson was forcibly sodomized

na, India, indeed, throughoutthe nonwhite
world
but what can one expect from a
people without 2,000 years of soul-enrich
i ng Judaeo-Christianity?

China. The Chinese Communists closed
down most temples and monasteries in
Tibet as soon as they entered that country
in 1950. Most Buddhist monks and nuns
suffered death, forced labor or imprison
ment, and although 500 have finally been
allowed to return to monasteries thirty
years later, the recruitment of novices is
still forbidden. In adjacent Xinjiang pro
vince,S million of the 12 million residents
are now Han Chinese (94% of China's
population is Han Chinese), mostly
brought in by Peking to undermine the
identity of the indigenous Turkic popula
tion. The proud Uighurs (pronounced we
gu rs) have seen thei r mosques closed, Mos
lem classics burned, Arabic script out
lawed and traditional songs replaced by
leftist slogans.

by the perpetrators, after which his [pri
vate parts] were cut off. Viewing John
son, who was rapidly hemorrhaging his
life away, the alleged ki"er brothers were
still not satisfied. They stuffed [the parts]
down the struggling youth's throat and
held his arms pinned while he slowly
strangled to death on his own sex organs.
These facts were kept secret by a rare
order of Negro judge Richard Fields,
who ruled that to allow the facts to reach
the public would "deprive the defen
dants of a fair trial."

Having set the scene with such disturb
i ng sagas, Parham goes on to provide statis
tical support for his predictions of an Amer
ica tearing itself apart through violent
crime. In this section, the author provides
substantial referencing for his figures -
chiefly drawn from federal publications. In
proportion to their numbers, it is shown
that Negroes commit nearly 10 times as
much violent crime as whites.
The balance of the book represents a
condemnation of "soft" treatment of crimi
nals. In particular, the author argues for the
wider use of the death penalty. Between
the years 1930-1967 there were 3,859 ex
ecutions. Since 1967 there have been 4:
Gary Gilmore, john Spenkelink, jesse Bish
op and Steven Judy. The author shows how
several states abolished the death penalty
around the turn of the century and immedi
ately experienced a rapid upswing in the
murder rate.
The author, a onetime adviser to foreign
governments, argues vigorously for a re
turn to law and order; to stiffer penalties
and to harsher imprisonment. In the ap
pendices, we find a list of crimes and pun
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umns noted that nonwhites are pouring
into the nation's suburbs and driving
whites into a rural exodus. Given "accele
ishments under the rubric "Hammurabi
speakers on patriotic themes, si nce they are
rating immigration and the minority birth
Code." Among the crimes listed we find
more effective when read aloud. Price is
rate," the great ethnic chase will pick up
that "if a man has perpetrated brigandage,
$1.00 per pamphlet with generous dis
speed and, "In another ten years, South
and has been caught, that man will be
counts for quantity orders. Write to: Defen
Dakota and Wyoming will know what it's
slain." The author passes no editorial com
der of Western Heritage and Culture, Box
all about." Harvey's less-than-stirring ad
ment on this rather drastic proposal.
4089, Torrance, CA 90510.
vice: the race clash can best be handled "a
While many of Mr. Parham's commen
state at a time."
taries might raise eyebrows among the lib
eral cognoscenti, there is no doubt that his
Sanity at Last
book is a valuable compilation of crimino
Last September, Secretary of Education
Carleton Coon's Autobiography
logical trends. He has burrowed through
Terrel H. Bell told a business group work
-- Posthumously Published
pounds and pounds of dry federal statistics
ing on programs for gifted students that
After innumerable delays, a great auto
and collected a set of figures which will
"Forced equality of unequals is unfair, and
biography -- or, at the very least, the auto
provide ammunition for dialectical forays
it's discriminatory against those that have
biography of a great man -- has been pub
whenever and wherever rightists congre
endowed talents." Two weeks earlier, our
lished. Adventures and Discoveries tells
gate.
favorite member of the Reagan administra
the I ife story of the late anthropologist
tion had, upon appointing an l8-member
Carleton S. Coon in 400 fact-packed pages.
A Habitation of Devils, Veritas Publica
National Commission on Excellence in Ed
It's available from Prentice-Hall for
tions, P.O. Box 4478, Arlington, VA
ucation, asked his countrymen to "hold in
$16.95.
22204; 276 pages; hardback, $ 73.95.
high esteem the attainment of the highest
order of literacy and academic compe
tence," and to challenge "the outer limits
Germans Tired of Being Smeared
of abilities and talents." In a recent inter
The media portrayal of Germans as hu
For Pete's Sake!
view, Bell acknowledged writing a letter to
man monsters has finally provoked a back
If President Reagan believes it is nec
Senator Laxalt in which he said: "It seems
lash in Canada. In Toronto, Winnipeg and
essary to negotiate with the PLO, he
that we have some laws that we should not
other
cities, many people of German an
shou Id be free to do so.
have, and my obligation to enforce them is
cestry are tell i ng the press that no longer
against my own philosophy." While
will they quietly endure the slander. One
If a cutoff of military or economic aid
speaking
to the business group, he also
member of parliament recounted the ostra
to Israel is necessary to force Begin to be
declared that "leveling down" programs
cism, the verbal abuse and the physical
reasonable, then the president should
were the work of a "lunatic fringe," and
attacks his family endured during both
have this power.
insisted that "We need pinnacles of excel
world wars -- even as its members put their
lence .... We can kill off what we're try
If a removal of tax exemptions for pri
lives on the line for the British Empire.
ing to nurture if we're not careful. We can
vate gifts by u.s. citizens to Israel is a
Now, in the 1980s, he wonders if the cal
do it by uniformity."
necessity, Congress should so provide, at
umny will ever end.
the president's request.
The stakes are high. Nuclear destruc
Where Logic Doesn't Pay
tion could be the alternative, for the
When Michael Hansen ran for mayor of
as well as Israel.
Glen Cove, Long Island, New York, in the

u.s.

If members of the Washington chapter of
the Steuben Society are representative,
many German Americans must be won
dering the same thing. On September 20,
they unanimously approved a resolution
which sharply condemns anti-German
bias in the mass media. Part of it reads:

recent Republican primary, he accurately
The above reads almost like copy from
observed that citizens of Mediterranean
The Dispossessed Majority, but these
and Jewish descent are overrepresented in
points were made in a letter which Cali
local politics, while Nordics and Slavs are
In recent years, we have been increas
fornia Congressman Pete McCloskey sent
virtually shut out. He asked registered Re
ingly alarmed at a disturbing trend in the
his constituents last summer.
publicans in a newsletter poll, "Do you
u.s. mass media. In popular magazines

and books, in motion pictures and espe
believe that the priorities of Nordics are
cially on television, Germans are very
different from those of Mediterraneans?"
often presented to the American public
Incumbent Republican Mayor Alan Paren
Attention All Orators!
as Nazis -- brutal, vain, cynical, preju
ta immediately denounced Hansen as a
A former West Coast space engi neer is
diced and, above all, evil. This simplistic
"bigot," the same unlovely word selected
spending his autumn years composing a
portrayal reinforces a dangerous stereo
by Nassau County Republican Committee
series of pamphlets variously entitled, "The
type that defames all Americans of Ger
chairman Joseph Margiotta and by the
Decline and Fall of the United States,"
man origin.
ADL. If other groups' priorities differ from
"Was the
Created a Christian Na
No one denies that atrocities were
ours, as we're always told, mustn't ours
tion?," "A Proposed Re-Declaration of In
committed by all sides during the second
necessarily
differ
from
theirs?
dependence." They are all written in fiery
world war. But the persistent focus on the
prose with a plethora of capital letters.
tragic fate of the Jewish people of Europe
Some of the author's ideas deserve and
during that conflict shows a blatant lack
even compel second thoughts -- i.e., that
Racial Hide-and-Go-Seek
of historical balance in the mass media
British colonists in North America had
If anyone is in a position to tell white
more liberty than their present-day descen
America that its clock reads 11 :59 and is
German Americans have waited in pa
dants, that racial integration is the deadliest
tient silence for this pernicious campaign
ticking, that person is Paul Harvey. Recent
to come to an end. But it has not, and
form of genocide. The pamphlets are valu
ly he has been speaking out louder and
now we feel obliged to speak out.
able tools for would-be or accomplished
louder. One of his latest newspaper col

u.s.
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